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I would just mention in passing that you really have to be a student in my
seminar—by which I mean someone especially alert—to find something in
the spectacle of Fellini’s La Dolce Vita. The things I say are calculated to
emphasize a certain mirage, which is, in effect, the only one aimed at in the
series of cinematographic images referred to. But it isn’t reached anywhere
except at one single moment. That is to say at the moment when early in the
morning among the pines on the edge of the beach, the jet-setters suddenly
begin to move again after having remained motionless and almost disappear-
ing from the vibration of the light; they begin to move toward some goal that
pleased a great many of you, since you associated it with my famous Thing,
which in this instance is some disgusting object that has been caught by a net
in the sea. Thank goodness, that hadn’t yet been seen at the moment I am refer-
ring to. Only the jet-setters start to walk, they remain almost always as
invisible, just like statues moving among trees painted by Uccello. It is a rare
and unique moment. . . . It happens right at the end.

—Jacques Lacan, “The Splendor of Antigone”

There is no reversion to the old; rather, the newest as semblance and
phantasmagoria, is itself the old.

—Theodor Adorno, “Letter to Walter Benjamin,” 1935

The medium through which works of art continue to influence later ages is
always different from the one in which they affect their own age. Moreover, in
those later times its impact on older works constantly changes, too. Nevertheless,
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the medium is always relatively fainter than what influenced contemporaries at
the time it was created.

—Walter Benjamin, fragment written in 1920 and 
unpublished in Benjamin’s lifetime

Perhaps the oldest criticism in the history of film theory is that film and photog-
raphy could not be art because they were technology: an automatic inscription of
images without the intervention of a human hand.

—Paolo Usai, The Death of Cinema

Performatting: Shock Jacques
In a late interview on the topic of the transition from paper to
digitalization of print media conducted shortly before his death, Jacques
Derrida adopts the neologism of the “graphosphere” to describe paper as a
multimedia screen. Derrida’s (2005) graphosphere is not confined to writ-
ing on paper:

What belongs to the graphosphere always implies some kind of surface, and
even the materiality of some kind of backing or support; but not all
graphemes are necessarily imprinted on paper, or even on a skin, photo-
graphic film, or a piece of parchment. . . . There are of course a great deal
many competing models [with the medium of paper] (whether more techni-
cal ones—optical, as I said, like a photographic apparatus or a microscope;
graphic, like the writing-pad; or more “natural”—mnemic or biographical or
genetico-biographical traces, with the support being a person’s body; going
right back to Freud’s first writings). These “models” can sometime, though,
not always, do without paper, but they all belong to . . . the “graphosphere.”
(48, 51)

For Derrida, the “graph” is an umbrella term for a broadly defined practice
of mediatic inscription, ranging from the graphic to the photographic and
to the cinematic. Derrida’s widely defined graphosphere presumably
would include alphabetic letters that make up what Tom Conley (1991a,
2007a, b) calls the “graphic unconscious” and “film hieroglyphs” to include
as well the extramimetic “marks” of cinematic inscription that Tom Cohen
(2005) calls “cryptonomies.”

Why then do I bother to replace Derrida’s neologism with another, the
“cinematographosphere”? And why do I turn specifically to medieval and
early modern film and media? By using the term cinematographosphere, I
want to extend Derrida’s deconstruction even further and break up the
presumptive unity of the overarching term “graphosphere” and its subordi-
nation of image to text by focusing on the interfacing text and image,
media, and media installations, particularly at the paratextual margins of
film.1 My specific focus on the medieval and early modern cinematographos-
phere and media is strategic in addressing the place of cinematic, mobile
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writing in film theory and the prehistory of cinema: by turning to what is
generally regarded as “old” media of the Middle Ages and Renaissance, I
rethink analogies between film and its precursors, considering both dis-
continuities and continuities between the operative technologies in early
modern, modern, and postmodern regimes of vision.2 Analogies do not
necessarily imply a teleology of the prehistory or archaeology of cinema. As
Tom Gunning (2000) observes, “the field should no longer be called (as it
often was in the 1970s) the protocinematic because it extends through the
centuries and includes a complex culture of projected and technological
images that was not simply waiting for cinema to appear and perfect it”
(xx). Manovich (2001) observes along similar lines that “we no longer think
of the cinema as a march toward a single possible language, or as a progres-
sion toward a perfect verisimilitude” (8). The cinematographosphere is the
arena of ontological fragmentation rather than convergence, of interfer-
ence and static as much as clarity and transparency: the past and present
emerge not only through visual and graphic matches and analogies between
new and older media but also as matches and analogies fail. The recourse to
the metaphor of a bridge and to analogy in Kant’s discussion of painting
and the parergon, or frame, as Derrida (1987) observes, occurs at the
moment in which the concept of the frame becomes difficult for Kant to
articulate. This breakdown, as we saw in the introduction, generates an
uncanny déjà vu sense of new media as the return of the old reviewed as the
always already new. I propose in this chapter that the terms “living” media
and “dead” media are better suited to describe a dynamic of the deaths of
cinema in (non)successive, looping reanimated and de-animated media
recordings and projections.

I also turn to medieval and early modern film and media to engage
recent work by medievalists and Renaissance scholars that has focused on
the premodern and early modern subject (and sometimes also on the aca-
demic self ). Scholarship in the past few decades theorizing medieval and
early modern media subjectivity, whether historicist or psychoanalytic, has
tended to focus on what were then contemporary media and their circulation
or installations: manuscripts, maps, the printed book, library collections, per-
spective painting, wonder cabinets, anatomy theaters, the “computer,” and
so on. Though sometimes at odds, the varied programs of historicizing, psy-
choanalyzing, or queering the subject, especially the premodern or self-
fashioned early modern subject, assume narrative sequence and succession,
albeit in the form of a small scale anecdote rather than the grand narrative.3

Modern film and media related to the Middle Ages and Renaissance
remain largely ignored, confined to passing analogy or cordoned off as an
imaginary, largely because film is assumed, quite reasonably, a modern
rather than premodern or early modern medium (a less rational resistance
to film among medievalists and Renaissance scholars may arise from a
residual print-based philological iconoclasm as well as a residual modernist
denigration of film, assuming it to be a debased lowbrow medium).4

Perhaps even more crucially at stake is the recuperation of an active and
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interiorizing subject through an emphasis on a materialist notion of
graphic culture that delimits the machine and error to a particular stage in
the process of transmission and production.5 The place of historicism and
its capacity to produce reality effects are secure as long as the machine is
exteriorized from subjective memory. Film puts this unexamined assump-
tion about the exteriority of the mechanical recording and the interioriza-
tion of human memory into question, revealing automatic repetitions and
errors inscribed in historicism and its desire to preempt and thereby forget
psychoanalysis by placing it in a sequential order of succession (first the
early modern, then psychoanalysis).6

By using the medieval and early modern cinematographosphere to jux-
tapose film theory and film history with premodern and early modern
studies, I want dialectically to raise a series of related questions about the
ways in which the paratexts of film and media make the medieval and early
modern past visible and legible, on the one hand, and, on the other, help
make visible and legible the uncanny, programmatic repetitions that at
once enable and estrange prevailing historicist and psychoanalytic
(whether Lacanian or Laplanchian) critical practices: How does the para-
text put into motion both the programs of historical films and academic
discourse about history and film? How and what stops these programs?
How are they restarted, and by whom or what? How is their repetition
driven by a cognitive problem of visibility and intelligibility, a problem also
driven by a desire to see, hear, and read better? What kinds of reserves and
storage mechanisms relay instructions for (ab)use? How are these bio-
mechanisms framed and encrypted in film and academic discourse? How
does film put into question historicist assumptions about reference, the
real, and narrative succession? How might attention to errant writing in
cinematic paratexts open up productive resistances between historicism
and psychoanalysis?

To pursue these questions in this chapter, I discuss the opening and end
title sequences of a number of medieval and early modern historical films,
focusing on the relation between the hand and automation: the hand in the
act of writing, and writing appearing as titles; a hand turning pages of a
book, a book turning pages by itself; puppets moving by themselves,
humans moving the puppets; the human hand and the animal hand as
director. Not all of the films I discuss in the present chapter are set in the
Middle Ages or the Renaissance. Some are examples of movie medievalism
(Burt 2007c) and some employ the medieval or early modern era as a fram-
ing prologue. Only a few of the films are explicitly surrealist. This conjunc-
tion of varied films, a montage effect of shocking juxtaposition, however, is
meant to produce uncanny surrealist historicist effects. My collection of
these films is also meant to resemble a Renaissance cabinet of cinematic
curiosities and, as we shall see, what Adorno (1935/1977) characterizes as
“the collector who liberates things from the curse of being useful” (113).

To clarify why I adopt the phrase “living dead media,” instead of the more
commonly used terms old and new media, I turn to the spectral hand in
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Bram Stoker’s Dracula (dir. Francis Ford Coppola, 1992) and Mad Love (dir.
Karl Freund, 1935). Both films repeat scenes from their opening title
sequences and prologue to link the hand to automation, error, and the
uncanny. I then turn to the Quay Brothers’ surrealist stop-motion anima-
tion film documentary Anamorphosis (1991) to examine how its recessive,
theatricalized cinematic paratext and puppets pop open a series of “de-
composing” analogies between instructional book, art history source
book, Renaissance anamorphic paintings, and film. (By “de-composing,” I
mean a serial process of transformation of a given medium in which com-
position follows from decomposition, reconstruction from deconstruc-
tion.) From the film rendered as a pop-up book paratext by the Quay
Brothers, I return to the hand, the book, and opening title sequences, this
time focusing more closely on writing, automata, indexicality, and death.
I examine the cutting hand, notebooks, and photocopies of pages from
library books in Se7en (dir. David Fincher, 1995), the conducting hand of the
sound track score and hand signings of legal documents in Day of Wrath
(dir. Carl Dreyer, 1943), and the intertitle sequences derived from pages of
illuminated medieval manuscripts in Monty Python and the Holy Grail (dir.
Terry Jones and Terry Gilliam, 1971).7 The opening title sequences of these
three films all link error and death to cinematic (re)projection.8 No human
voice or hand (human or animal) can “right” cinematic history either
through the opening or closing peritexts of the film.

I end the present chapter by questioning the New Historicism’s assump-
tion that the textual traces of history, or what Stephen Greenblatt (1997b)
calls “the real,” must precede or be contemporaneous with the fictional text
being historicized in a manner that differentiates historicism both from sur-
realism and from psychoanalysis. To explore a surrealist and psychoanalytic
historicism, I juxtapose the Quay Brothers’ The Cabinet of Jan  Švankmajer
(1984), a surrealist film inspired by the stop-motion animated Czech films of
Jan Švankmajer that both foregrounds the human hand and draws exten-
sively on Guiseppe Arcimboldo’s anamorphic portraits, with Sigmund
Freud’s 1914 “The Moses of Michelangelo” (SE 13), an essay that foregrounds
the relation between cinema as a writing machine and the (re)animating
hand.9 Freud analyzes Michelangelo’s statue, particularly the placement of
Moses’ right hand, with the aid of drawings that are comparable to a stop-
motion animation comic strip/film strip. In my account, neither surrealism
nor Freudian psychoanalysis is the origin or ground of the other.10 The ten-
sion and resistance between their common interests in (in)visible human and
mechanical hands, ranging from holding hands as both a relay or handing off
of information and hands off of information that remains on hold will sub-
ject historicist narratives of transition and succession to a surreal simultane-
ity of media analogies such as book and film. “Two courses are open to us
from the start,” Freud writes in The Uncanny; and he quickly adds, “I will say
at once that both courses lead to the same result” (17, 369).

In dominant accounts, new media provide cinema with new means to
update and increase a sense of realism, interactivity, and control, as Lev
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Manovich (2001) argues in his influential book The Language of New Media
(208–9), compatible with a cinema of historical authenticity (Rosen 2001)
that avows and disavows its realism and that contains an autocritique only to
keep the subject more firmly interpolated in ideology. For Manovich, map-
ping transitions between media is a matter of parallels and analogies. He
stresses, for example, the “parallels between digital cinema and the pro-
cinematic techniques of the nineteenth century.” More specifically, Manovich
maintains that “pro-cinematic moving-image techniques . . . relegated to
animation and special effects” reemerge as “the foundation of digital film-
making. What was once supplemental to cinema becomes its norm; what
was at the periphery comes into the center. Computer media return us to the
repressed of cinema” (308). This account of the history of cinema as a hiding
of its own apparatus and of new media as the return of cinema’s repressed
depends crucially on the uncritically held assumption that older media all
neatly map onto newer ones in terms of reversible analogies and parallels
(already figured spatially in terms of presumably stable oppositions between
the center and the margins of cinema). Consequently, Manovich’s pre-
psychoanalytic history of cinema, like those commonly narrated by earlier
film theorists, oscillates between more or less paranoid accounts of the
spectator as the controlled or as controlling, of “surface freedom” at the
interface, or of DVD menu versus “standardization on a deeper level” (197).

If, however, we attend closely to tensions between and within film the-
ory (polemically followed by “post-theory” film theory), psychoanalysis
(both Freudian and Lacanian), and philology (polemically divided into old
and new) to observe more closely to the loops and reframings that mark
transitions between cinema and new media—themselves defined not as
collections of properties but as practices that remediate (Bolter and
Grusin 2000), that is, refashion and reform other media both in content
and form—we will arrive, if that is the right word to use here, at a stranger
history of cinema as a series of uncanny haunting returns. These returns
generate an increasing (and decreasing) sense of (sur)realism marking a
problem of visualization and legibility rather than merely a displacement
of realism as one cinematic option among others: digitalization subjects
the film image and sound track both to greater realism by improving the
image quality and to greater derealization (either by the undesired degrada-
tion of image and sound quality when, for example, compressed for com-
puter screens on YouTube, Quicktime or other players, iphones, and the
like, or by the intentionally unreal look of some historical films that were
released in 2007, such as 300 [dir. Zack Snyder], Pathfinder [dir. Marcus
Nispel], the dogfight sequences in Fly Boys [dir. Tony Bill], the Armada
sequences in Elizabeth: The Golden Age [dir. Shekhar Kapur], and the 3D
Imagemotion system used in Beowulf [dir. Robert Zemeckis]).11 Similarly,
the film object fragments into different DVD and HD-DVD editions even
as it is more fully integrated into computer media, the special features of
SD-DVD and HD-DVD disturbing the boundary between film as text and
film as paratext, producing strange new kinds of special history effects.12
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Contact Sheets/Contact Zones: 
Living Dead Media

I propose replacing the commonly used distinction with the hybrid phrase
“living dead media” to foreground the uncanniness of any transition from
one medium to another and to conceive that transition as a dialectic of
reanimation and de-animation in which the biomechanisms of the human
subject are exteriorized, in some cases as special effects, even as the narra-
tive uses these effects to represent the inner lives of the characters.
According to Manovich (2001), the loop is constitutive of early cinema; the
kinetoscope loops of 1892, he points out, return in the Quicktime loop of
1991 (313): “All nineteenth-century pro-cinematic devices, up through
Edison’s kinetoscope, were based on short loops. As ‘the seventh art’ began
to mature, it banished the loop to the low-art realms of the instructional
film, pornographic peepshow, and animated cartoon. In contrast, narrative
cinema avoids repetitions” (315).

By turning to Bram Stoker’s Dracula, we can begin to see how the digitali-
zation of film has radicalized the history (narrative) of cinema in ways that
compromise distinctions between old and new media such that transitions
in film and media may be more aptly described, as I have noted earlier, as a
dialectic of reanimation and de-animation, that is, as living dead media.
Coppola’s film makes its medieval narrative historical frame recursive, using
exclusively old-school nineteenth-century cinematic techniques to pro-
duce its special effects, in which the human body is exteriorized as a skele-
ton, for example, in the film of a woman in a coffin who turns into a
skeleton near the end of the cinematograph sequence. Bram Stoker’s
Dracula is precisely about cinema as living dead media that loop succession
and simultaneity and that exteriorize as they interiorize the subjectivity
effects of narrative cinema.

Coppola introduces a medieval historical frame to the film by adding
four related scenes that are not in the novel, all related to the one modern
medium that Bram Stoker did not mention in Dracula, namely, film. The
medieval historical frame appears first as a prologue and a backstory with a
voice-over narrative provided by Anthony Hopkins that runs before the
opening title sequence, dates the time as 1462, and begins: Prince Vlad the
impaler (Gary Oldman) becomes Dracula after his wife Princess Elisabeta
(Winona Ryder)—mistakenly thinking he is dead after winning a battle
against the invading Turks—commits suicide and the priest (Anthony
Hopkins) refuses to bury her13 (see figure 1.1, upper left). The historical
framing of the medieval prologue returns a second time when Vlad meets
the reincarnation of Princess Elisabeta as Mina Parker (also played by
Winona Ryder) four centuries later in London and they go to see the cine-
matograph. The battle scene in the medieval prologue—in which the sol-
diers appear as silhouettes against a cloudy, red sunset background, and
during which Prince Vlad impales in the stomach a Turkish soldier, who
then slowly and painfully slides down Vlad’s upright spear—reappears in
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the film narrative four centuries later, after Dracula arrives in London. At
this later moment in the bustling London streets, an extradiegetic voice
commands, “See the amazing cinematograph!” as the shot opens with an
old-fashioned iris and the film moves at the quicker speed of early silent
films. Coppola used an old Pathé camera, made in the 1890s, from his own
personal collection to shoot this sequence and create the historical effect.
When Vlad spots Mina walking across the street, the film speeds up to the
standard twenty-four frames per second only, bringing the two up-to-date at
the movies. Just after the moment Vlad is about to bite Mina after she seems
to recognize him at the cinematograph, we see the opening battle sequence
restaged as a shadow puppet show in the background (see figure 1.1, upper
right and lower left). When Mina flees from Vlad, we briefly see the humans
behind the screen manipulating the projector and the puppets. We are thus
retrospectively reminded that the soldiers in the intentionally fake back-
ground of the opening sequence are shadow puppets.14

Coppola also sets up a variety of exteriorizing doubles that counter the
interiorization and pathos of Dracula and Mina’s loving reunion and resur-
rection (from past to present). For example, the Albrecht Dürer final self-
portrait (c. 1500) in which Dürer paints himself as Christ is redone as a
portrait of Vlad; we first see it hanging in his castle and then again during
the ship montage’s journey carrying Vlad’s casket. The Dürer self-portrait
redone as Vlad’s portrait gives Vlad both a medieval and an early modern
past and makes him both a demonic and a holy figure. In his self-portrait,
Dürer famously models himself on Jesus, and this double marker of the
satanic and the holy recurs in the London cinematograph sequence that
follows Vlad’s first encounter with Mina. A shot-reverse shot of Mina and
Vlad matches her to a Lumière poster and a camera to her right, on the one
hand, and matches him to a film of an oncoming train, in the middle of the
shot, with a poster to his right that announces “Edison’s The Passion Play.”
The cinematograph sequence gives the origins of film a double genealogy
in realism and fantasy, showing documentary footage of a train as in
Auguste and Louis Lumière’s The Arrival of a Train at the Station (1895) and
scenes of magic tricks (two beautiful women in a man’s lap are replaced by
his ugly wife) as in a Georges Méliès film, two screens showing the same
scene as a sort of stereopticon.15 Dracula’s extended afterlife is marked as a
doubling, like the dissolve from the shot of the two eyes of the wolf to the
matching bites Dracula has left on Lucy’s neck, which precedes the cine-
matograph sequence.16

Coppola’s medieval historical framing prologue returns a third time in
the scene where Mina and Vlad discuss Princess Elisabeta after they drink
absinthe; the scene shows shadows of people dancing outside their room
and footage from the prologue, interiorized, on one hand, as a drug-
induced vision flashback, and exteriorized, on the other, as the flashbacks
run in split screens via superimposition or in a mirror, again making the
past a cinematic trick.17 And the medieval prologue reappears a final time
in the film’s coda. Coppola’s film explicitly alludes to the end of Jean
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Cocteau’s surrealist film La Belle et la Bête (1946) in which Belle and the
Prince fly up into the sky via a special effect of superimposition. The final
shot of Bram’s Stoker’s Dracula is a long take of a darkened painting (on the
ceiling of the church in Dracula’s castle) showing Vlad and Elisabeta hold-
ing hands while flying through the sky like saints (see figure 1.1, lower
right). The allusion’s marked special effect is that the lovers are gradually
illuminated by red projected light coming from an unseen source above
and behind them.18 Though Mina has just killed him at his cue as he lay
dying, Vlad is immediately reanimated and reunited with Elisabeta as a
painting on the ceiling of the church that brightens and morphs into a
magic lantern slide as a freeze frame cinematic projection through back
lighting (see figure 1.1). The sorting out both of chronology (the fifteenth
and nineteenth centuries) and of the two women Vlad loves (Mina returns
Vlad to Elisabeta by killing him) provides closure not by equating the
death of Vlad with the end of the film’s narrative, but by equating Vlad and
Mina’s cinematic reanimation and redemption on the ceiling with the
film’s understanding of cinematic projection as always already the reani-
mated afterlife of film. Coppola’s figures for a redemptive, if secular, cin-
ema are a vampiric exteriorization and extension: Vlad is already vampiric
when we first see him in the film as a warrior, wearing a suit of armor that
looks like muscle without skin, or as if muscle and skin were turned inside
out. Similarly, Mina’s match to the shadow puppets shows that she too was
always a vampire, her death is a cinematic spectral effect as a life support
system. Just after Vlad decides not to bite her at the cinematograph, a shot
of a beautiful woman in an upright casket shows her turning into a skele-
ton, marking Mina’s fate as the always already living dead. As a historicized
film adaptation about film, Bram Stoker’s Dracula self-reflexively inscribes
film history as a double special history effect of succession and simultane-
ity, the earlier, already (p)reanimating and de-animating medium haunting
and exposing the artifice and trickery of the other.

Press (Re)Play: Taking a Break from 
Credit in Mad Love

The opening title sequence of Mad Love (dir. Karl Freund, 1935), a remake of
Robert Weine’s German Expressionist and overtly Freudian silent film The
Hands of Orlac (1924), begins with a pedestrian looking at a store window
display from the street and then cuts to a series of medium shots of differ-
ent Parisian apartment windows taken from inside different apartments.
We then return to the shot of the pedestrian outside the store window and
see in close-up his fist smashing the window, with the glass slide credits for
the character names (but not the cast names), still mostly visible, superim-
posed on the broken glass.19 A prologue set at Le Théâtre des Horreurs
then follows, with a full-scale wax figure of a woman in medieval dress,
identified by a placard placed in front of her feet as “Madame Yvonne.” The
wax figure (actually played by the actress Frances Drake, who also plays the
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role of Yvonne Orlac) stands-in for Yvonne who is at the very moment per-
forming inside the theater in a Grand Guignol one-act play entitled
“Torturée” [Tortured]. After a spectator, quickly identified as Doctor
Gogol (Peter Lorre), buys a ticket, a hand of the ticket taker using a human
bone, shot in close-up, shuts the door. Doctor Gogol, who stares adoringly
at Yvonne’s wax figure dressed in a Renaissance costume, tells a drunken
man talking adoringly to the statue to take his “hands off ” her. The scene
sets up a series of doubles (between the hand smashing the glass and the
hand closing the door; the wax figure of Yvonne, who is alternately shot as
a tableau vivant played by the actress Frances Drake), the same kind of
tricky alternation recurs in a later scene. In the theatrical performance,
Yvonne is tortured on the rack and with a hot iron by what appear to be
two men demanding her lover’s name: the first man appears to be her hus-
band but quickly turns out to be her torturer, dressed like someone in the
eighteenth century; her husband then lowers his cloak from his face and we
see that he is dressed like an Italian Renaissance duke. Yvonne says she will
not betray her lover but then does so. The scene moves from fake torture
to what appears to be real torture.

This triangle, errant desire and the doubling of the tortured woman as
doll and actress (when we see her face in close-up, are we to conclude that
she really is screaming from pain or that she is just pretending?) are
replayed and acted out by the three main characters in the film. To win
Yvonne away from her pianist husband Stephen Orlac (Colin Clive), Gogol
replaces Orlac’s hands, maimed in a train accident, with the hands of a
recently executed knife thrower who killed his father. Gogol buys the wax
statue of Yvonne from the theater owner. After Orlac kidnaps her, Yvonne
breaks the wax figure but then pretends herself to be it. She shocks Orlac
into thinking that the statue has to come to life when she drops her act.
The film plays out along Freudian lines as a queer take on marriage as a
train wreck, cross-wiring via doubles of Yvonne and her sardonic maid,
who drops various biting comments about her own husband, as Yvonne lis-
tens to a broadcast of her husband playing a piano concerto, interpreting
his coughs as “I love you” while talking to the radio (the scene occurs twice:
the maid blows the radio [as if transmitting it to the distant husband] a kiss
the first time when Yvonne has to leave to go onstage, and a second time
when she later mistakes an old recording of Orlac playing piano for a live
performance by him). Conversely, Orlac mistakes Yvonne’s wax figure for
her, just like Gogol, whom Orlac kills by throwing a knife in order to pre-
vent Gogol from strangling her. In the cross-wired Freudian/Lacanian logic
of the film, Gogol equals Orlac’s unconscious and Yvonne’s maid equals
Yvonne’s unconscious relayed and stored by wax doubles, recorded sound,
and the radio; but, (un)repressing the murderer’s hands Gogol grafted onto
Orlac as well as the wax figure of Yvonne, the final shot of the film of her
husband Orlac holding Yvonne leaves open the question of whether she is
finally in good hands and off the rack, now that her double, the wax figure,
has been sold off and then broken into pieces.20
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Outlandish Analogies: Paratexts, Narrative 
Frames, and the Threshold of the (In)Visible

In opening title sequences of many medieval and early modern films, what
counts as a history effect typically depends on a framing that compares and
differentiates one medium (represented as an icon of an older time) with a
more recent one (film in its present state).21 Their title sequences are a pro-
ductive site to explore what Barbara Stafford (2001) calls “the demon of
analogy” in Devices of Wonder: From the World in a Box to Images on a Screen.22

Stafford notes that no medium ever totally replaces another: “The ghosts
lurking even in state of the art devices remind us of the major challenge still
confronting the age of trans-everything. How do we coordinate the vari-
able, physically based analog past with the programmed, chip-driven digi-
tal present?” (1). I would ask as well what kinds of uncritically held
assumptions are embedded in Stafford’s desire for coordination. What
about the possibility that analogous media promising some kind of trans-
formation, desired or feared, are too easily and too quickly matched and
mapped by the program of academic discourse? How might these critical
moves of matching by analogy involve an uncoordination and unmapping,
a sidetracking or reflexive jerking offtrack in order to avoid getting ground
into the grooves of a predictable historicist program?

To address these broad questions, I would like to examine how opening
title sequences are sites of mediatic haunting that both permit and block
entry to history effects at the threshold of cinematic visibility and audibil-
ity. To do so, I turn now to the Quay Brothers’ Anamorphosis (1991), a surre-
alist documentary film that explicitly engages analogies between
stop-motion animation and the medieval and early modern wonder cabi-
net, automata, and early modern anamorphic painting, the very analogies
pursued, albeit quite differently, by Stafford and her co-contributor
Frances Terpak in Devices of Wonder (2001, 20–29; 148–57; 235–47; 266–73).

The placement of the paratext (specifically, the title of the film) in
Anamorphosis is of particular interest, coming as it does after a prologue in
the form of a teaser and positioned in the film’s darkly lit and shallow focus
mise-en-scène shot.23 The title of the film comes into focus only after the
prologue shows a quick succession of black and white close-up shots of
Hans Holbein’s “The Ambassadors” (1533), a painting of two French
Ambassadors, Jean de Dinteville and Georges de Selve, at the court of
Henry VIII with a diagonal smear in the bottom center that becomes
recognizable as a skull when one views the painting from the side.24 “The
Ambassadors” has drawn attention from a variety of disciplinary quarters
in psychoanalysis, film theory, media theory, art history, literary criticism,
and the history of optics.25 I call the opening close-ups of “The
Ambassadors” in the Quays’ film a teaser prologue, because it serves as a
kind of trailer for the final sequence of the film, in which the painting
returns, this time in color, both in full frame and in various close-ups, from
the front and from the side, showing the distorted skull that looks like a
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blur when the painting is viewed straight (see figure 1.2, upper right). The
teaser prologue is also marked by a series of framing close-ups as a kind of
peep show watched by a biotechnological spectator character (see figure 1.3,
lower right) made up of mechanical and human parts. This spectator char-
acter is unable to control a theater curtain as it goes up and down over the
painting, alternately revealing and hiding it (see figure 1.3, upper left).

I will take up the Quay Brothers’ interest in the human machine as ani-
mating hand when I discuss their earlier film The Cabinet of Jan Švankmajer
(1984) later in this chapter. Here I want to focus chiefly on the paratext in
Anamorphosis. The centrality of Holbein’s painting and its framing function
(beginning and ending the film) to Anamorphosis may be inferred from a
credit, in the end title sequence, that declares the film to be an “homage to
Jurgis Baltrusaitis,” who concludes his book Anamorphic Art (1977) on the his-
tory of Renaissance anamorphic paintings and engravings with a chapter
devoted entirely to Holbein’s painting and which serves as the source for all
of the paintings and images the Quays document in their film. Anamorphosis
has a voice-over narrative written by Roger Cardinal, credited as “art
historian,” with art historian Ernst Gombrich credited as a “consultant.”

Cinematographosphere 35

Figure 1.2 Teaser Prologue for Hans Holbein’s “The Ambassadors” (1533) in the
Quay Brothers’ Anamorphosis (1991)
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Figure 1.3 Endodiegetic Paratext as Mise-en-Scène and Biotechnological
Spectator Pulling the Strings in the Quays’ Anamorphosis (1991)

The significance of the paratext’s placement in the Quays’ Anamorphosis
lies also in the way it is doubled, becoming both endodiegetic and
metadiegetic by virtue of its theatricalization. In Gérard Genette’s (1997)
account, the paratext is always on the outside of the text, framing and sur-
rounding its beginning and ending. In Anamorphosis, however, the paratext
is both outside and inside the film’s diegesis: the title, which first appears
after the “Ambassadors” teaser, is thus already inside the film (see figure 1.3,
upper left). The place of the film’s title, particularly its capacity to frame
and name the film, is quietly questioned by the use of a matching dissolve
shot of the title (black lettering against a white background) to a shot of
the exact same title, but now positioned at the center of a theater prosce-
nium arch that also looks like an obtrusive highly ornamental painting
frame26 (see figure 1.3, upper right and lower left). As the camera pulls back,
the film title appears yet again, this time written in larger letters that are
blurred because of the shot’s soft focus yet still legible in the background of
the set behind the proscenium arch/frame now that the theater curtain has
been raised (see figure 1.3, lower left).

The doubling and tripling of the more or less visible title, located both
inside and outside of Anamorphosis, puts into extended play an analogy
between stop-motion animated film and anamorphic painting by opening up
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a dialogical relation between two kinds of multimedia, the page and screen
already present in art historical scholarship about anamorphic painting: just
as the Quay Brothers are popping up perspectival two-dimensional prints on
pages in a book into three-dimensional theater sets, so Baltrusaitis (1977)
turns to film to describe the mechanics of anamorphosis: “the same diminu-
tions correct the forms and bring them close instead of putting them at a
greater distance and distorting them, as in a film running backwards. The
perspective is in reverse” (40). Similarly, art historian Roger Cardinal calls
Arcimboldo, the Bohemian Emperor Rudolf II’s court painter of anamor-
phic portraits, or “têtes composés” (“composed” or “composite heads”), “the
first animator” in the fifty-seven minute television documentary The Cabinet
of Jan Švankmajer (1983), made partly by the Quay Brothers.27

The relation between book and animated film in Anamorphosis is thus by
no means reducible to a relation between extracinematic source and influ-
ence that the Quays’ film could be said to either adapt faithfully or move
beyond transgressively; rather, the combination of the camera being sta-
tionary and the movement of the spectator character’s eye to see the scene
in correct geometrical perspective, the exposure of the apparatus, and the
progression from human to mechanical agency, all invite the viewer to draw
parallels between anamorphic art reproduced in books, theater, and stop-
motion film animation. Anamorphosis includes three theater sets that are
effectively pop-up book versions of illustrations published in the
Renaissance books on anamorphoses. All are published in Baltrusaitis’s
book.28 The first theater set and the cutouts of paper figures in it are taken
from Emmanuel Maignan’s Perspective Horaria (1648). The second theatri-
cal set introduces a different kind of anamorphic device called catoptric, in
which two women look through a peephole to see an anamorphic drawing
inside a box. The third theatrical set, taken from Jean-François Niceron’s
Thamaturgis Opticus (1646), exposes the mechanical apparatus Maignan
used to draw an anamorphic illustration along a wall: the apparatus is a so-
called window frame, taken from Albrecht Dürer’s engraving of a semi-
nude reclining woman in his Underweysung der Messung (1527), with a string
inserted through it moving from the artist’s position to points on the wall.
The Quays’ film allows us to supplement Jacques Derrida’s (2005) account
of the page as “virtually . . . a sort of audiovisual multi-medium” that
“remains a screen” (42, 45, 46) and also to invert his account. Niceron’s,
Maignan’s, and Baltrusaitis’s books on technologies of anamorphic per-
spective are not only multimedia machines, but also cabinets of curiosities
that contain collections and the secrets of their organization, the screen
itself becoming a kind of page. Watching a projected film image and read-
ing a page of a book both involve a partial occlusion of vision: just as spec-
tatorship involves missing the frames between shots, so reading books
involves mechanical motions the reader ignores as she or he performs
them, as if a print book were always also a flip book or pop-up book.

As if anticipating pay-per-view, on-demand film on cable television and
computers with broadband, the Quays’ Anamorphosis shows that media
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analogies are animated by a dysfunction, a hole in the whole, that narra-
tives of first and last are built on repressions of the motion (of turning
pages of a book, for example) involved in making successive frames visible
as a projected image. The peepshow metaphor, already implicit in the film’s
teaser prologue for Holbein’s “The Ambassadors,” becomes explicit when
the spectator character looks through successive holes to see sections of
the Schoen painting. The camera moves up the peepholes of the black
wooden frame, the holes showing the spectator character’s eye behind
them as if he were moving up through perforated holes on a strip of cellu-
loid film. The peepholes are evenly spaced and not identified by the narra-
tor initially. They only gradually become clear as we see the eye of the
spectator looking through each of them. Visible to us but not to the spec-
tator character, these peepholes “direct the eye,” the narrator says, “to the
holy image hidden in the confusion.” The film’s set undercuts this assertion
of a progression away from confusion and in the process activates a pun on
holy as holey, however. The hole serves as a blind spot that brings the image
into perspective and into vision as a pause between reanimation and de-
animation, a paradoxical process of de-composition.

The Quays’ Anamorphosis extends its allegory of dysfunction as the
source vision by modeling the spectator as a biotechnological subject, his
head enclosed by a wooden box with a sheet of glass across it, a kind of per-
spective technology such as the Lumières’ cinematograph, a box that both
records and projects, or, to use an earlier analogue, a camera obscura. The
biotechnological spectator character is animated by the film as well as by an
animator in the film, never totally in control of vision, which always remains
so, because of the film’s dominant use of shallow and racking focus, both
clear and opaque. All three theatrical sets produce different effects through
different kinds of stasis and movement. Imaginary geometrical lines
extending from the hands of humans drawn in the illustration from
Maignan’s Perspective Horaria used as the source for the film’s first set
become strings attached to the corners of a square on the floor and held by
a man who moves them around. Whereas only the man’s arm moves in the
first set, a lady moves into position in the second set to look through a peep-
hole and thereby see the anamorphic effect inside a box, much like the spec-
tator who looks through boxes to see Niceron’s chair (1663) and through a
similar box to see an anamorphic painting by Maignan. The string used by
the artist on the left in the third theatrical set that exposes the apparatus
used by Maignan (1648) to make an anamorphic painting proceeds to take
on a life of its own and begins “drawing” a figure on the wall.

The final sequence of Anamorphosis, announced by voice-over as “The
Ambassadors: A Mystery in Two Acts” and followed by an intertitle “The
Ambassadors/Hans Holbein 1533,” delivers what the teaser promised and
makes clearest the film’s allegory of vision as a stop-motion movement
rather than a onetime movement from obscurity to clarity, back from
Renaissance humanism to the macabre Middle Ages. The theatrical and
two-act drama metaphors are taken directly from Baltrusaitis’s book
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Anamorphic Art (1977, 104–5), and the theatrical dark room in which the
painting is seen and the doorway to its right also follow Baltrusaitis’s
account of how the painting would originally have been hung.29 The viewer
would recognize that the smear she or he saw when looking at the painting
straight on was a skull when looking at it from the side as he or she paused
in the doorframe on he way out. The voice-over narrative confidently
concludes that “the visual trick conceals and then discloses the truth which
underlies appearances.” Once the viewer sees the skull, according to
Baltrusaitis, “everything becomes clear. . . . The play is over” (105).

Yet the film’s exposition of the anamorphic effect of the “Ambassadors” does
not take the form of a two-act sequence. Even before the title card “The
Ambassadors Hans Holbein 1533” appears, the skull is shot out of focus in
close-up from straight on for several seconds before it comes slowly into
focus as a sort of smear. After the title card, the spectator returns, this time
under the curtain that rises by itself in the teaser sequence and like the one
he learned to raise shortly thereafter in the beginning of the film. Now he
enters the darkened room under the curtain, looking somewhat analogous
to an early photographer who covered himself and his camera with a cape
when taking a photo. The space also becomes a kind of photography dark
room in which we and the spectator character see Holbein’s “Ambassadors”
develop and become fully visible approximately like a photograph does.
Moreover, the “Ambassadors” sequence does not end as the spectator
comes to the doorway and goes out of focus as the skull comes clearly into
focus and thus recognizable as such. After a series of briefly held close-ups
of different areas of the Holbein painting as the camera whip pans between
them and also tilts up to the left and down, the skull comes into view, but as
an unrecognizable smear (see figure 1.2, bottom left). When the spectator
moves closer to the door on the right of the screen, a racking focus brings
him into focus rather than the skull. A cut to the Holbein painting from the
side opposite the door shows us the skull in close-up and in perspective.
Thus the film never matches our position as spectators to the spectator
character’s. A cut to the spectator character in close-up brings the skull into
focus as a reflection on the pane of glass forming the front of the box cover-
ing his head. The spectator character goes out of focus. We then see the
skull in perspective a final time, again from straight on, and the curtain then
comes down in close-up, the camera drops down below the floor, as if the
end of the show marked a collapse, a sublime breakdown rather than visual
mastery.

The Quays’ Anamorphosis ends by initiating yet another recursive move-
ment as it cuts to the first end title, which inverts the title shot near the
beginning of the film, this time in white lettering in the center of the shot’s
black background. This title is newly animated as it shrinks in size and
moves to the upper left corner of the screen while the rest of the credits
follow. This shrinking of the title also mimes what Baltrusaitis character-
izes as the “visual contraction” of the rest of the “Ambassadors” when “the
hidden figure [of the skull] is revealed” (105). The Quays’ film insists that
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anamorphosis is a recursive play of frames in a stop-start motion that no
coordination of voice, image, text, and hand can arrest.

De-animating the Letter and the De-composed 
Notebook: Phantom Paratexts and 

Parergons in Se7en
For a fuller grasp of the way the cinematic paratext marks a biotechnologi-
cal site of encryption, reanimation, and projection, we may now turn to
several films, especially their opening title sequences, that make use of the
human hand in drawing on medieval allegory to link cinema, death, and
error. I would like to turn first to a comic moment involving the paratext in
Se7en (dir. David Fincher, 1995) that bears, as we will see shortly, on the
film’s framing opening title sequence and narrative prologue. The moment
occurs just after the end of the montage sequence in which Detective
Somerset (Morgan Freeman) visits a public library and takes down copies
of Dante’s Divine Comedy and Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, thereby fleshing
out the medievalism of John Doe’s serial crimes as an allegorical pattern
derived from the seven deadly sins. As the music from the montage
sequence continues briefly, the film cuts to Detective Mills (Brad Pitt) in
his car reading a copy of the Divine Comedy, then cursing “Dante! Fuckin’
faggot!” as he throws it at the car’s dashboard. Just then a cop comes up and
knocks on the car window to deliver four CliffsNotes on Chaucer’s
Canterbury Tales and other literary texts Mills that, we are to infer, had him
purchase (see figure 1.4, upper left).

The camera focuses on the CliffsNotes in close-up after Mills has put
them down on the front seat of his car. This scene appears to cap the
preceding montage library sequence’s oppositions between text and
paratext, between library researcher and mentor detective near retire-
ment, Somerset, on one hand, and his young buck replacement photo
examiner and television watcher, Mills, on the other. The montage
sequence crosscuts between Mills and Somerset, seemingly contrasting
Somerset’s ability to get a read on the serial killer and Mills’s inability to
do so. One detective is highbrow, the other is lowbrow; one reads litera-
ture, the other watches a boxing match; one drinks wine, the other
drinks beer.30

Yet the library montage sequence deconstructs the very opposites the
crosscutting narrative technique appears to establish. The books that
Somerset takes off the library shelf are either rebound library editions with
only the author and title showing, thus limiting paratextual information
about them, or illustrated, nonscholarly, and, dare I say, schlocky editions31

(see figure 1.4, upper right). The Dante edition seen in a shot of a table next
to a photocopier on which Freeman has stacked various books is Dorothy
Sayers’s translation completed by Barbara Reynolds after Sayers’s death.
Most professional Dante scholars regard her Dante translations and criti-
cism on Dante as highly idiosyncratic and eschew both. Similarly, Rockwell
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Kent’s illustrated Canterbury Tales, also seen on the table, is not a scholarly
edition.

The library sequence also involves the production of a paratext in the
form of a note, an index, of readings Somerset puts in an envelope and
leaves at Mills’s office. This note occurs in the middle of the library mon-
tage, the camera scrolling down from top to bottom, placing the note
between illustrations from Dante’s Inferno, tracked left to right, and quota-
tions from the Inferno, also tracked left to right (see figure 1.3, lower left).
The note connects illustrations and literary text by standing between them
and opposing them. Somerset’s note performs a pedagogical function; it
tells us about the pedagogical work he is doing as a research assistant for
Mills, who is now not only the detective in charge of the case but also
Somerset’s student.32 Somerset’s note to Mills, along with the accompa-
nying photocopies Mills includes in the envelope, thus stands in place of
the primary sources (and CliffsNotes) and performs a similar pedagogical
function.

Yet this note that condenses texts into paratexts is itself somewhat lim-
ited, omitting important pieces of information. Dante’s name and the title
Purgatory are given in Somerset’s note to Mills, but Chaucer’s name drops
out, leaving just the titles Canterbury Tales and the Parson’s Tale. In the shot
of the bookshelf, the surrounding scholarly books, such as Donald F.
Howard’s Chaucer: His Life, His Works, His World, are either passed over or
remain so out of focus that one can only guess as to their identity. As the
camera tracks books on the bookshelf, we move from cover spines that
give full paratextual information to one that gives minimal information.
And each book comes in and out of racking focus as Freeman takes them
off the shelf, blurring the shot as the book gets pulled off the shelf while
leaving spines with fuller paratextual information out of the frame or out
of focus. Moreover, the books on the table are shot in shallow focus, so that
their titles are somewhat blurred.

To be sure, the film’s foregrounding the partial visibility of the paratext
does not produce total dysfunction. Mills does get the CliffsNotes and they
enable him to piece together the Parson’s Tale with the attorney’s crime
scene photos. Over time, Somerset’s bibliographical note listing authors
and titles facilitates detection by matching word and image. Why, then,
should Se7en deconstruct the very oppositions on which detection work
depends? Largely because the film’s pessimism about detection focuses on a
paratexual practice of matching word and image as an uncanny repetition
and doubling that approaches the criminal but never really catches up with
him. To be sure, Somerset does figure out the source text of each crime and
can predict their number and kind. Yet his scholarship does not lead to his
catching the serial killer John Doe (Kevin Spacey), who happily points out
to Mills during the car ride near the end of the film that he would never have
been caught had he not chosen to turn himself into the police. Though the
print paratext serves to frame the detectives’ vision, it remains a blind spot
for Somerset and Mills even as it is furtively drawn to our attention by
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Fincher. The paratext becomes visible as a phantom blur in Se7en in the
process of being encrypted as an endodiegetic clue.

Detection in the film is uncanny in that the solution to Doe’s crimes
depends on the detectives’ returning to the scenes of the crimes. Somerset
figures out a connection between the first and second crimes, in which Doe
has left two clues, one was the word “Greed” written in blood on the floor
next to the attorney Gould, serving as a caption, and the other two were
rings, also drawn in blood, around his wife’s eyes. After returning to the
Gluttony crime scene and matching the pieces that Doe cut from the floor
and forced his victim to eat, Somerset finds the Paradise Lost quotation and
the word “Gluttony” written in grease behind the refrigerator. He can then
match the two crime photos and explain to the police captain the program
of Doe’s crimes. The same kind of matching occurs at the murdered attor-
ney Elliot Gould’s crime scene. After visiting the victim’s widow, the detec-
tives return to the scene and find the words “Help Me” written behind an
abstract oil painting in Gould’s office that Doe had turned upside down.
Thus, it is telling that Somerset is on the verge of retirement, marked as a
repetition, a re-tire-ment, or re-treading over the same ground.

To illuminate how the endodiegetic paratexts in Se7en bear on its
uncanny doubleness, I would like to return to Freud’s footnote in The
Uncanny (SE 17) in which he tells an autobiographical anecdote that I dis-
cussed in the introduction. I now also quote the beginning and end of the
footnote in order to highlight the uncanny way in which Freud’s anecdote
doubles the already double anecdotes of a colleague who is also a precursor:

Since the uncanny effect of a “double” also belongs to this same group it is
interesting to observe what the effect is of meeting one’s own image unhid-
den and unexpected. Ernest Mach has related two such observations in his
Analyse der Empfindugen (1900, 3). On the first occasion he was not a little
startled when he realized that the face before him was his own. The second
time he formed a very unfavorable opinion about the supposed stranger who
entered the omnibus, and thought “What a shabby-looking school-master
that man is who is getting in!”—I can report a similar adventure. . . . Instead,
therefore, of being frightened by our “doubles,” both Mach and I simply failed
to recognize them as such. Is it not possible, though, that our dislike of them
was a vestigial trace of the archaic reaction which feels the “double” to be
something uncanny? (248 n.1)

I will return to Freud’s anecdote at greater length in the conclusion. For
now, I want to note that Freud tells it in a somewhat uncanny manner; he
sees his own double, but he sees it just the way Mach saw his double (and
Mach saw it twice). The uncanny double involves a serial repetition, in
short, as well as a deferral of recognition (only after the second time that
Freud sees his reflection, does he realize that he is looking at himself).

The back and forth loop involved in Somerset and Mills’s detection
work of matching word and image gets larger and larger as the film pro-
ceeds. Somerset rather quickly puts Doe’s Merchant of Venice quotation
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together with the crime scene photo of the dead attorney Gould (Greed)
after dinner at Mills’ apartment, long after the corpse was first discov-
ered.33 When Somerset finds Doe’s fingerprints behind the painting in
Gould’s office, however, we don’t see that Doe has spelled out “Help Me”
(written in blue, like the words “no key” barely visible at the end of the
opening title sequence) until we get to the crime lab in the following scene.
The police computer fingerprint matching process is a high-tech model of
detection that nevertheless, as the technician tells the detectives, may take
days, and the detectives wait outside until the next morning before they
get the results.

Knowledge of the crimes is similarly deferred to the viewer. The Paradise
Lost quotation Somerset uses to match the photos of Gluttony and Greed is
initially too far away from the camera to be readable by the film viewer. In
the following scene, in the police captain’s office, the camera is close enough
to Doe’s note for us to read the quotation and then hear Somerset say the
words “Gluttony” and “Greed,” which were visible in the two crime photos
he’s holding up with his right hand. The source of these deferrals, namely, the
(in)visibility of the endodiegetic paratext, is marked in a shot at the precise
moment Somerset, having a glass of wine at Mills’s apartment, figures out
(again) what Doe is doing: just as Somerset tells Mills that Doe is “preach-
ing,” we see a close-up of Somerset’s eyeglasses with the distorted reflection
of the crime photo in his right lens, the photo appearing upside down and
the word “greed” in it written backward, as Somerset has both of his hands
on it. This backward and upside down reading is literalized in a briefly held,
low-angle extreme close-up shot of Somerset’s face as he looks at the crime
photo, the crime photo itself reflected in somewhat distorted form on the
right part of his left eyeglass lens and all of it in his right lens. Our awareness
of what Somerset does not see is set up moments earlier when Somerset says
to Mills that the “trick is to find one item, one detail, and focus on it.”34 “The
sins were used in medieval sermons . . . as teaching tools,” Somerset contin-
ues, and Mills adds “Yeah, yeah like in the Parson’s Tale by what’s his name?
Phuh . . . Dante.”35 Even as Doe’s clues become visible as such—it’s the rings
around the eyes of the wife in this case that matter—something about the
clues remains outside the clueless detective’s vision.

Though the detectives appear to make progress, getting a profile on the
killer and eventually finding Doe’s apartment, they actually go back and
forth in a loop. Consider Somerset and Mills’s second trip to the library. The
focus of their inquiry has now shifted to a metareading of Doe’s reading,
producing a new paratext based on books he has checked out from the
library, a list much like the earlier one, though now of subjects such as the
seven deadly sins rather than book titles and authors.36 As Somerset
explains to Mills, “If you want to know who’s reading Purgatory, Paradise
Lost, and Helter Skelter, the FBI if you ask them to will tell us, will give us a
name.” In this scene, the books and the images from them we saw in the
library montage sequence have disappeared. But the second library scene is
clearly a repetition of the first rather than a departure from it. Like the
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library and credits sequence, only faster with aid of a computer print out, we
now see the titles of all of the books, shot in close-up, that the detectives
guess Doe has checked out. And just as Somerset folds his photocopies and
notes for Mills into an envelope at the end of the library montage, so he
folds up the library print out and puts it in an envelope along with a cash
bribe for the FBI clerk/police informant. The combination of text and cash
recalls the similar conjunction of cash and other media seen as Doe com-
piles and binds his notebooks in the opening title sequence.

Insofar as there is a cognitive progression in the film, it involves
making increasingly clear the double dimensions, literal and figurative, of
the paratextual and legal impasse faced by the detectives. Though Mills
and Somerset correctly find Doe’s apartment, the new list only brings
them to a new impasse that literalizes the paratext as door frame: Somerset
and Mills arrive at the threshold of Doe’s locked apartment without a war-
rant and are thus left with equally untenable positions: they can either wait
to learn more about Doe and then get a warrant, thereby risking his flight
or destruction of incriminating evidence; or they can break down the door
and find incriminating evidence, thereby gutting the crime scene of legal
value since none of the evidence would be admissible in court.37 The door-
way becomes a figure in the next crime scene with a dead prostitute: as
they enter the room, Mills and Somerset see that Doe has carved the word
“Lust” on the door. Yet, even when the paratext is almost literally in their
face, neither detectives sees it. And Doe remains at large.

The more we see the film’s (re)routing of the law as a routing through
the relays and delays of the paratext, the more we also see a characterolog-
ical doubling of Detectives Somerset and Doe. Like Somerset’s biblio-
graphically incomplete list of recommended readings for Mills, and his
name being effaced from the door window of the office that Somerset has
turned over to Mills, Doe uses titles to unsettle their hermeneutic func-
tion: for example, a long shot, used twice, of the Pride crime scene shows
the woman fashion model’s photo that has fallen from its hook on the wall
(she has killed herself after Doe cut off her nose), and the word “Pride”
written with her blood on the wall above the photo. The title “Pride” serves
not only as a clue in focusing on the forced fit between title, photo, and
corpse but also as a perverse memorial to the victim, a kind of grotesque
variation on before and after photos.38 Similarly, the titles of Doe’s crimes
become more paratextual in their physical location, starting off as hidden
(Gluttony), then on the floor (Greed), on the wall (Pride), and finally on the
door (Lust). The titles become more detached and more visible as the
corpses themselves become less visible.

This characterological doubling of lawman and criminal extends to a
structural, narrative parallel as well: the library montage sequence both looks
back to the opening title sequence in which Doe is assembling his notebooks
and looks forward to the scene in which Somerset and Mills search Doe’s
apartment. Like the library montage sequence, the later scene at Doe’s
apartment is crosscut between shots of Mills, who ends up discovering a
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photo of the prostitute and a receipt from Wild Bill’s Leather Shop, providing
a match that predicts but does not prevent her murder, and Somerset, who
finds a Bible in a drawer and ends up in a room filled with Doe’s notebooks.
The two detectives meet in a dark room in which Doe has hung up recently
developed photos he took earlier of Mills angrily gesturing to the camera.
Mills now realizes that Doe has gotten away, but neither he nor Somerset sees
that the photo is a clue to Doe’s final act, framing Mills as Wrath and the pun-
isher of Doe for committing the sin of Envy. Just as Doe cuts off his skin from
his fingers in order to avoid leaving incriminating fingerprints at his crime
scenes, so Somerset is never able to get his hands on Doe.

The phantom, uncanny loop of involuntary returns that takes the detec-
tives closer and closer to Doe while Doe nevertheless remains out of their
reach may be more fully illuminated if we consider now the double, phan-
tom writing of Se7en’s opening title sequence, which is a homage to Stan
Brakhage—who, incidentally, made a six-minute, hand-painted, multigauge
abstract film “based” on the Divine Comedy.39 Like the crosscuts between
Mills and Somerset in the library montage sequence, the opening title
sequence crosscuts between the titles, shot on a codalith (black film,
except for the white lettering of the titles), and close-ups of Doe’s hands
and fingers as he compiles and sews together his notebooks. The opening
title sequence constitutes an impasse for the viewer, inviting her or him to
read and look as a detective for clues by matching aspects of the title
sequence to the film that follows, reading the former as cognitive evidence
(as if the film were an episode of the TV series CSI) but disrupting that
invited hermeneutic both by making Doe’s writing and the titles them-
selves shaky and, less obviously, by encrypting a kind of writing the viewer
cannot see when the film is being projected. The shakiness of legible writ-
ing produces a double vision of writing, with one version darker than its
lighter spectral double. Morgan Freeman’s name appears doubled, for
example, the letters of his name legibly written left to right of his name
spelled forward with a backward spelling briefly superimposed on top of
the correctly spelled one, and the word “Envy,” Doe’s sin, appears written
upside down. The title of the film Se7en appears four times in the sequence,
sometimes too quickly to be readable, sometimes as a palimpsest. Like
Doe’s use of titles for his crime scenes, the film title moves from being leg-
ible to being illegible, as if losing its identity and paratextual function.

Writing on the codalith remains invisible to the naked eye, encrypting an
even deeper uncanny doubleness.40 This invisible writing is apparently
addressed to the DVD viewer and written by Doe even as it is presented as a
kind of censorship. For example, immediately after the casting credit, Doe
blacks out the eyes of a boy in a crime photo. Invisible to the spectator in
this same shot are three words in white lettering seen in briefly held suc-
cessive shots: “will . . . be . . . you,” informing the spectator that he will be
Doe’s next victim. The encrypted, hidden writing in some ways has a
mimetic function of interiorization that rewards the film’s invitation to
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read it like a detective. The title sequence takes us into Doe’s paranoid
schizophrenic mind: the scratched invisible (except when the DVD is put
on pause) writing mirrors the cuts and black marks Doe makes quite visibly
in the title sequence, for example, and the invisible commands “go to hell”
and “repent” seem to be Doe preaching to us, already anticipating the con-
clusion that Somerset arrives at later in the film (see figure 1.4, lower right).

Yet this encrypted double writing encodes the uncanny, endodiegetic sta-
tus of Se7en’s paratext. The hidden writing, apparently ghost-authored by a
sometimes shadowed hand (see figure 1.5, upper right), ranges from the leg-
ible to the illegible, from the coherent to the incoherent. “Any fraym,” for
example, may be reasonably decrypted as “any frame.” Other writings are
totally illegible, however, sometimes consisting of strings of words that
don’t yield grammatical, coherent sentences, and sometimes constituting
nonsensical combinations of a few letters.

Visible and invisible writings are not clearly demarcated any more than
the black codalith titles and the prologue narrative that remain separate in
the sequence. (Moreover, Kyle Cooper is encrypted as Doe’s double in the
end title sequence: Cooper is credited for having designed and “executed”
the main and end titles; and the letters “u” and “t” in “executed” are turned
upside down.) Doe’s doubly encrypted writing is a kind of fingerprint, but it
moves beyond the indexical and participates in the film’s stripping away of
graphic marks of identity such as fingerprints (Doe’s writing leaves none),
names, and titles.41

The only way one can read the encrypted text is by killing the film, as it
were, using one’s hand to pause it and watch it in freeze frame. To put it
another way, one can read this writing because pausing the DVD turns it into
a paratext of the film when projected so that one can “read” it. “Reading” the
film as paratext is the only way we may understand its allegory of cinema and
death, an allegory in which the anonymous Doe is the (non)personification
of Death, and reading takes the form of stopping (killing) the film. Hence the
title sequence sets up the process of reading the film as a loop, just like the
loop in which Somerset and Mills travel back and forth in pursuit of Doe:
the title sequence arrives at a dead end, twice encrypting the words “no key.”
The words first appear in white lettering, just after the credit for “John
Cassini/Reginald E. Cathey/Peter Crombie,” against a white background in
blue. At the end of the title sequence, the words “no key” appear again in
larger blueprint, with much of the blue ink erased and the words now under-
lined. This second shot of “no key” is in turn followed by “end of picture title
reel,” thereby abruptly and invisibly announcing closure without providing
it. The credits serve as a ghosting, a haunting, uncanny repetition of a scene
of (crime) writing that comes before and after the title sequence.

The de-animation of the letter in Se7en’s opening title sequence works in
the opposite way that Kendrick says the animation of the letter works in
medieval manuscripts, where historiated letters reaffirm the author’s pres-
ence and deny differences either between manuscript copies or between
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divine source and human transmitter. According to Kendrick:

The “principle of the author” as a way of trying to close and maintain control
over a written text’s sense, as well as its letter, was established long before the
eighteenth century. It was called into play—even in the elementary form of
personalizing imprints of fingernails or mantle fringes on cuneiform
tablets—almost with the invention of writing. The apparent impersonality
and impotence of the inscribed text, such as a contract of donation or other
material engagement, called for personalizing, empowering supplementa-
tion. The impression of personal presence was conveyed by adding imprints
of the contracting parties . . . on medieval charters, imprints on wax of the
beard hair, the fingerprints, the seal ring, or other cachet—and once, even of
the donor’s toothy bite! (178)42

Images of the author in historiated letters work similarly, she maintains,
and are comparable to photographs. For Fincher, however, the author and
title are doubled, letters are phantoms back from the dead. Death is fig-
ured in Se7en by the de-animated letter that appears as we pause the DVD
to read it frozen on the screen; and the letter, as we know, killeth.43

(Compare the woodcut illustrations of the “Dance of Death” in the book
the still illiterate Betrande de Rols peruses in Daniel Vigne’s The Return of
Martin Guerre [see figure 1.6, upper left]).

Recording History by Hand in Day of Wrath
Like Carl Theodor Dreyer’s earlier and silent film The Passion of Joan of Arc
(1928), which begins with a hand turning pages of the trial transcripts, Day
of Wrath begins with a shot of a hand, in this case, signing Herlofs Marte’s
(Anna Svierkier) arrest warrant.44 Yet, far from taking us back to a more
originary moment, the writing rather than the reading of the trial record,
Day of Wrath puts that originary moment into question by declining to have
the signer appear as a character in the film, thereby calling the authorship
of the film’s narrative into question.

Dreyer’s film helps us to grasp this point by recalling the opening scene
of writing when the old woman accused of witchcraft, Herlof ’s Marte, con-
fesses under torture. A shot of a piece of paper identifies Reverend Absalon
Pederssøn (Thorkild Roose) as a notary, linking him and the writing on the
paper to the law. Yet in this case, hands and writing are more explicitly
divorced than in the opening shots of the film when we saw the notary
signing Herlofs Marte’s death warrant: now we see the torture document
being written by an unseen hand and then left unsigned and undated.

Day of Wrath also questions the reliability of sound recording along sim-
ilar lines. The indexical claims of cinema appear to be strongest in the
opening title sequence, in which the camera scrolls down the illustrated
score of “Dies Irae” [day of wrath] as we hear the work being performed on
the sound track (see figure 1.5, upper left). The film returns to this opening
sequence twice, first when “Dies Irae” is being rehearsed shortly before
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Herlof ’s Merte’s execution. Here the film’s peritext, the title sequence,
becomes endodiegtic as it is transformed into a film score.

The extradiegetic opening music of the film now becomes diegetic as we
see the conductor and the choir (see figure 1.5, upper right). The score is
reduced to the musical notes and the shared title of the composition,
Vredrens Tag; by definition, the score lacks the words of the song underneath
the notes and the images in the left column we saw in the film’s opening title
sequence. This repetition of the peritext as a score thus involves a loss of sig-
nification, however, and is a diminishment rather than an enlargement of
the power of media to record and transmit data by the human hand.

In revealing what was previously offscreen, Dreyer’s Day of Wrath does
not move from opacity to transparency: at the end of this scene, the con-
ductor’s hand, with index finger pointing, is shot as a shadow over the
wordless and imageless score, like the cross in the opening of the film, or
even like strips of the film (see figure 1.5, lower left). At the end of the film,
“Dies Irae” plays again for the final time, as, in a framing bookend moment,
a return to the illustrated scroll and score. An even deeper loss of significa-
tion and diminishment of the power of film and medieval media is regis-
tered by a loss of sound: only one choirboy is heard at the end, and he hums
rather than sings the words of “Dies Irae.” The allegorical force of this sig-
nification is made explicit as Dreyer uses two successive dissolves, the first
from the shadow of the cross on the scored scroll to the shadow of the
cross alone, and the second from the shadow of the cross to the shadow of
a grave marker, perhaps suggesting that the cross is not an emblem of sal-
vation but the opposite. The shadow of the grave marker calls up the grave
markers we saw in the cemetery when the choirboys performed “Dies Irae”
as Herlofs Marte is burned alive at the stake.

Day of Wrath charts a diminishment of the signifying capacities of writ-
ing and sound recording and storage media, especially as identified with
male authority and the hand. The hand in the film’s opening shots, for
example, belongs to a man; similarly, at the torture scene, the men are
shown next to books when recording the confession of Herlofs Marte, and
the scene ends with a shot of Pederson’s signature and the date on the con-
fession. Yet Absalon’s legal role as notary drops out as he loses power and
authority, and his guilt about letting Anne’s mother go free and marrying
Anne (Lisbeth Movin) in exchange becomes so overpowering that he feels
he has to confess his sin to God (and his mother overhears him). The film’s
final image of writing by a man is heavily ironized: in his diary entry,
Absalon follows the disturbing scene of Herlof ’s Merte’s burning by noting
that she was burned on a “beauteous day.” The optimism of his comment is
darkened by the shadow (possibly of a cross) cast across the page as well as
by the dash he curiously places after “burned” before finishing with a new
line “to the glory of God” (see figure 1.5, lower right). This last image of
Absalon’s writing is significantly undated, matching the dwindling author-
ity of male writing with the corruption of the patriarchal law, writing hav-
ing become here a means of subverting the law of the fathers.45
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Unsurprisingly, given the numerous repetitions in Day of Wrath, the final
shot of a shadow of an icon of death has a double referent, activated by the
sound track theme music, both to Herlofs Marte’s execution and Anne’s
impending death.46 Moreover, there is a striking lack of specificity in both
cases, in contrast to the signing of the arrest warrant and confession tran-
script: instead of the exact date of death, the film refers inexactly to two
days of wrath. The shadow of the grave marker at the end of the film marks
what cannot be represented in cinema, hence what cannot be made clear
and fully known. In repeating the opening title sequence and continuing
past it, Day of Wrath makes explicit not only that the source of the film’s
ambiguities lies in the history of film rather than in the history narrated in
the film but also that both the historical past and the future (past) are by
definition ambiguous when filmed. Like the early modern media
represented in Day of Wrath, cinema returns us repeatedly to the shadows
and darkness that lie unmarked and unburied outside the projected film
image and that both precede and follow its projection in movie theaters.

History for Dreyer is an offhand way, as it were, of indicating the inabil-
ity of film ever to be indexical, to show on screen a mummified profilmic
reality recorded on film. The human hand in Day of Wrath is not the agent
of representation, rather, it is like death, outside of representation. There
is a lot of finger pointing in Dreyer’s film, but Day of Wrath gradually brings
into question the power of the index finger itself to point decisively to an
unambiguous and transparent original cause or future direction, a referent
outside representation.

Not Dead Yet: the Reanimating Hand 
in Monty Python and the Holy Grail

Several animated intertitle sequences in Monty Python and the Holy Grail (dir.
Terry Jones and Terry Gilliam, 1975) draw on medieval manuscript sources. In
the film, the letter “R” in the title announcing the “Tale of Sir Robin” is histori-
ated, and its shape mimes the bird perched on the left of the letter. For example,
one animated sequence involves angels raising up the words “the quest for The
Holy Grail.” In a remarkable animated sequence introducing the “Tale of Sir
Galahad,” a monk jumps off a scaffold and lands on a branch in a historiated “C”
that includes a nun sitting on a chair. The monk twirls around until he stops
upside down with his naked rear end turned to the nun, whose facial expression
registers her shock. As if animating and anticipating Michael Camille’s (1992)
Bakhtinian account of the carnivalesque, obscene visual marginalia found in
some medieval manuscripts, the sequence also sets up the tale that follows
involving a number of sexually aroused women trying to sleep with Galahad.
Writing progressively goes awry in the film: a very loud extradiegtic noise dis-
turbs the hand writing the title for the “Tale of Sir Lancelot,” for example, and
the Lancelot’s name stops after the letter “n” (see figure 1.6, lower left). Martine
Meuwese (2004) has traced many of the images in the Galahad sequence to
Gilliam’s scholarly source, namely, Lillian M.C. Randall’s (1966) Images in the
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Margins of Medieval Manuscripts. Gilliam’s medieval-looking intertitles are also
used in a sequence that parodies the use of the book in opening title
sequences, with a book open to a page showing “The Book of the Film” writ-
ten on it and then a still from the film on the facing page as a match, and a
human hand turning pages in the early sequences is replaced by a mon-
strously hairy, animal hand in later sequences.

Monty Python and the Holy Grail is both a senseless parody and a serious
allegory of the historical medieval film paratext as well as scholarly knowledge
of both medieval prologues and animated letters of medieval illuminated
manuscripts. The film allegorizes the pragmatic limits of paratexutal sup-
plements in the form of animated episode title sequences by making literal
the death of the film’s animator, Terry Gilliam, and an anonymous academic
advisor. Late in Monty Python and the Holy Grail, Gilliam falls back at his desk
and dies, recalling an earlier sequence in which the lettering of the tale of Sir
Lancelot is disrupted and the scene cuts to the artist at his desk in a library,
who then goes outside to see what is shaking the building. Similarly, an
elderly man, identified as a “famous historian” by a title, is brutally cut down
by a knight on horseback before he can finish his first sentence, and this
scene is introduced with the clapboard identifying it as a take. The film’s
narrative goes offtrack just as the writing goes in some of the animated
sequences offtrack. Furthermore, in inhabiting the undecidable no
(wo)man’s land of paratextual borderlines and thresholds of frivolous par-
ody and serious play with regard to the play of word and image in the mar-
gins of cinema and medieval manuscripts, Monty Python and the Holy Grail
recapitulates the debate in modern medieval literary criticism over whether
images in illuminated manuscripts are merely decorative or meant to be
read as serious commentaries on the text.47 More broadly, the film calls into
question both the authority and meaning of the written record of history. In
the cave of the Killer Rabbit, for example, the priest and the knights dis-
cover writing carved by the dying Joseph of Arimathea giving the location
of the Holy Grail. A problem and debate between Arthur, Lancelot, and the
priest arises, however, when the name of the castle where the Grail is located
turns out rather comically to be “arrrgh.” The priest insists, as he looks right
at the camera in a typically bizarre shot-reverse shot sequence, that Joseph
must have died while carving it. Lancelot and Arthur counter that Joseph
wouldn’t have carved the word if he actually were expiring; he would only
have made the sound “arrrrgh.” The last word of the authority thus records
not the name of a location but, possibly, a meaningless death gasp.

The abrupt end of the film deconstructs the opposition between the par-
ody of history and its regulation and authorization as the police, at the
behest of the historian’s widow, shut the film down, effectively killing it off in
a manner that resembles both the killing of the historian and the animator as
well as the series of sackings of people in charge of the credits in the opening
title sequence. Just as the film ends in a kind of death (the music continues
even as the screen goes black), the opening title sequence begins with a ghost
in the machine. The projectionist, heard in voice-over, is a kind of
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biomechanism. As if he were exterior to the projected film and back in the
projection booth, we hear the projectionist coughing as the film goes black,
the joke being that we, of course, are not hearing the actual projectionist
showing the film as we watch it in a theater. The projectionist, noticing his
mistake (“not the right bloody film”), finally recognizes that he has been
showing the wrong film, Dentist on the Job, and quickly corrects it, “Here we
are. Better stick the caption on.” A title comes on stating, “one moment
while we change reels.” Yet as a corrector of (human) error, the phantom pro-
jectionist too is effectively killed off, compulsively returning in the opening
title sequence as the stopping and restarting of more and more errors in the
titles. After the increasingly absurd Swedish and then “Swenglish” subtitles
appear in the opening credits, the film sound track slows to a halt with an
explanatory intertitle: “We apologize for the fault in the subtitles. Those
responsible have been sacked.” The film’s sound track then speeds up to nor-
mal, as if the film had been stopped during the intertitle. After this “correc-
tion,” the film almost immediately “stops” again with a new intertitle, as the
sound goes off after slowing down: “We apologize again for the fault in the
subtitles. Those responsible for sacking the people who have just been
sacked, have been sacked.” Entirely new music comes on the sound track but
the crediting is just as parodic as before (the moose and his entourage get
numerous credits). In what becomes a serial process of interruption, the film
“stops” again with an explanatory note that itself is self-parodying and self-
reflexive: “The directors of the firm hired to continue the credits after the
other people had been sacked, wish it to be known that they have just been
sacked. The credits have been completed in an entirely different style at
great expense and at the last minute.” The “entirely different style” of the
remaining credits consists of an orange and yellow strobe flashing with black
titles in the background instead of a black background with white titles, and,
as the sound speeds up again, with Mexican music on the sound track. The
authorship of the titles has shifted from the “we” doing the sacking to the
“directors” of the sacked firm. The credits remain just as nonsensical, how-
ever, llamas now replacing the moose. By the end of the highly self-reflexive
credit sequence, the projectionist has become a subject of parody we initially
may have mistaken for a live voice much the way Arthur’s horse, in the begin-
ning of the film, is parodied as we are quickly shown its diegetic source,
namely, coconuts that his squire is knocking together.48

Though a subplot involving the murdered “famous historian” finally
puts an end to the film as the police arrive with the widow, the role of the
police, as in the opening titles about sacking, is also subject to parody and
shown to be based on error. As the widow gets out of the car, she says
“They’re the ones. I’m sure of it.” And when they get closer to Arthur, she
adds, pointing at him, “That’s the one.” The police then arrest King Arthur
and Sir Belvedere and put them in a van before disarming the other
knights. Yet the police clearly err in arresting two men when only one com-
mitted the murder. Moreover, they have the wrong men. The knight who
killed the widow’s historian husband is the only knight in the film who
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actually rides a horse (the sound track also matches the image when we see
him riding), and his costume differs from Arthur’s and Belvedere’s: the
knight on horseback wears a different kind of helmet, and his white tunic
has a blue, fire-breathing dragon on it, whereas Arthur has a gold sun on his
white tunic and Belvedere a white tree on his white and blue tunic. Just as
the film does not begin with a transparent paratext but integrates the
opening title sequence into the film as an example of the film’s self-reflexive
mechanism of narrative disruption and deflation, so Monty Python and the
Holy Grail does not close with an end title sequence.

A problem of arriving at interpretive closure follows from the erosion of
the paratext’s authority and related policing functions: in a radical manner
even more avant-garde than Eric Rohmer’s Perceval le Gallois (1978), the film
repetitively deconstructs and reinscribes (and reanimates) a distinction
between meaning and nonsense, logic and illogic, parody and its policing;
even more radically, it deconstructs a generic distinction between the film
as medieval historical film and a documentary about the making of such a
film.49 The shot of the police car entering the frame near the end of the film
is followed by handheld cinéma verité shots of the police that continue to the
end, making it seem as if we are witnessing a documentary about reenactors
of a medieval battle. Yet this tension between historical film and documen-
tary is present even in the historical sequences, made manifest through
pointless but immediate point of view shots from inside the Green Knight’s
helmet as he fights the Black Knight, the handheld shots of the mob rush-
ing to burn the “witch” and the knights charging in the final battle, to take
only a few of many such examples. What counts as the death of film, the cut
from the policeman’s hand blocking the camera to the end of reel footage to
the black screen and carnivalesque organ exit music that plays as if from a
separate source in the theater (the same as the intermission music),
amounts to a full-scale dismantling of the production and reception of the
historical film. We get a deferral of closure rather than the dialectical
sequence from documentary (profilmic real) to its fictionalization as diege-
sis and finally to simulation of documentary through excessive spectacular
supplementary details, often in the form of extras, that according to Rosen
(2001, 160–99) define the historical fiction film and differentiates it from
the documentary film (to which Rosen tellingly devotes a separate chapter).
If the historical film, in Rosen’s words, lets us conclude “what we see is not
actually what was, but what it would have looked like” (182), Monty Python
and the Holy Grail’s self-reflexive serialization of its narrative, subversion of
its paratext’s authority, and use of extras playing knights who appear out of
nowhere for the final and aborted battle estrange and confuse us, provoking
us to wonder again and again about just what kind of film we are watching:
a film parodying films about the Middle Ages such as Bergman’s The Seventh
Seal (1957)? A documentary about making such a film parody? Or a docu-
mentary about a film about reenactors making a film about the Middle Ages
played by actors who are acting as reenactors? One of the film’s many recur-
rent and hilarious tag lines—“Not dead yet”—may serve as a tagline for the
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problem of interpreting the film’s staging of its continual deferral of mean-
ing, its refusal to deliver a narrative sequence of its own life and death.50

Surrealist Schlock: Uncoordinating 
Historicism

Having examined the de-composing paratext and the errant hand as the
(phantom) agent of living dead media in a variety of film genres related to
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, we are now in a position to address
both the relation between the paratext and narrative in contemporary his-
toricist practice and the possibility of an alternative surrealist and psycho-
analytic historicism. In the first of two versions of his essay “The Touch
of the Real,” both of which I will examine in detail in the epilogue of
this book, Stephen Greenblatt (1997b and 2000a) defends the New
Historicism against the charge that it is an arbitrary practice. As an exam-
ple of his practice, he compares Hamlet with a legal deposition about an
encounter with a ghost in late seventeenth-century rural England, an anec-
dote that, he quickly concedes, “is hardly the key to unlock Hamlet’s mys-
teries. Indeed, its invocation here comes perilously close to confirming the
charge of ‘arbitrary connectedness’—in effect, an irresponsible hermeneu-
tical surrealism—sometimes leveled at New Historicism” (25). Rather than
justify his anecdote, however, Greenblatt rather remarkably goes on to
provide ammunition (in a preemptive counterstrike of friendly fire as con-
genial self-immolation?) to his imagined critics:

Recorded in a different city almost seventy years after Shakespeare’s tragedy
and concerning people unlikely to have had any encounter with the profes-
sional theater or knowledge of Shakespeare’s existence, it is an utterly mar-
ginal document, too fragmentary and odd to be adduced as a piece of solid
evidence for anything. The most gossamer touch of the real, its only virtue in
the present context is its very marginality, its stretching to the limit the pos-
sibility of a meaningful link, its distance from the kind of historical docu-
ment more conventionally adduced to illuminate a work of art. Such a
document usually precedes the work in question or is closely contemporary
with it: it often comes from the same geographical and social setting; and,
most satisfyingly of all, it may offer a direct philological link. (25)

In the epilogue, I consider why this self-defense of an example that in
Greenblatt’s (1997b) own terms might be called surrealist is cut from the
second and revised version of his essay (2000a).

For the moment, I want to ask if historicism and philology are necessar-
ily opposed to surrealism, confined to an order of precedence and succes-
sion that is by definition opposed to all other hermeneutics of temporal
juxtaposition, to be damned by the label “irresponsible.” After all, both
Walter Benjamin and Theodor Adorno wrote essays on surrealism, assessing
it retrospectively in very positive terms. Benjamin (1999d) used a metaphor
from photography when subtitling his essay on surrealism “The Last
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Snapshot of the European Intelligentsia” and celebrated André Breton’s
ability to “perceive the revolutionary energies that appear in the ‘out-
moded,’ in the first iron constructions, the first factory buildings, the earliest
photos, the objects that have begun to be extinct . . . when the vogue has
begun to ebb from them” (181). Benjamin (1969) similarly linked Dada and
cinema in his essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction,” writing that “Dadaism attempted to create by pictorial—
and literary—means the effects which the public today seeks in film” (237).
Along similar lines, Adorno (1991) compared surrealism to montage (87–88)
and characterized it as a “photographic negative” (90). And although he
regarded surrealism as already obsolete, Adorno valued the “distortions”
through which surrealism “salvages what is out of date,” creating “an album
of idiosyncrasies in which the claim to the happiness that human beings
find denied them in their own technified world goes up in smoke” (90).

While Greenblatt (2000) maintains that his precursor Auerbach was “sus-
picious of modernism,” there is evidence of Auerbach’s involvement with
and hidden knowledge of the discourse of modernist art. Auerbach’s
brother-in-law was Raoul Hausmann, one of the founders of Dada, and
Auerbach (2007) mentions him in a letter to Benjamin written in 1937
(751).51 At stake for Adorno and Benjamin was not a consideration of rever-
ence or irreverence to the past, but a consideration of what use was to be
made of the old, obsolete, and useless media and commodities by the col-
lector critic, that is, media and commodities whose value depended pre-
cisely on their having exchange value rather than use-value. In a letter
dated August 2, 1935 to Benjamin, Adorno (1977) mentions Dadaist Raoul
Hausmann in this context: “the collector liberates things from the curse of
being useful: this is where Hausmann belong; his class consciousness . . .
inaugurates the explosion of the phantasmagoria. The commodity is, on
the one hand, an alienated object in which use-value perishes and, on the
other, an alien survivor that outlives its own immediacy . . . the fetish is a
faithless image, comparable only to a death’s head” (113–14). Moreover, sur-
realism and the Renaissance have been frequently linked. At least one art
historian has discussed surrealistic aspects of Renaissance anamorphic art
(Margolin 1977),52 while Arcimboldo was frequently regarded as the first
surrealist, at least since a 1937 exhibition of “Fantastic Art, Dada, and
Surrealism” held at the Museum of Modern of Art that included
Acrimboldo’s “Summer” as well as a variety of films (Barr and Hugnet 1946,
81, 246, 262). Arcimboldo effects (Legrand 1955, Hulten 1987, and Kobry 2007)
have been traced from the sixteenth-century to twentieth-century
Surrealism.53 The Surrealist Salvador Dalí, for example, often made use of
Spanish Baroque paintings (Stratton-Pruitt and Jeffet 2007). And art histo-
rian James Elkins (1999), whose work on cryptomorphs I will take up in the
next chapter, locates various strategies of reading hidden images in modern
art (Cubism and Surrealism), remarking that both “Surrealism and psycho-
analysis are so deeply entangled in art historical thinking that they rou-
tinely serve as subjects for debate and hermeneutic models” (226).
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Transformers: From Special Effects 
to Special Features in Devolving Digital Film 

Theory and Surreal Historicism
To examine connected lines of affiliation and fault lines of resistance
between surrealism and historicism, I want to develop my account of living
dead media in medieval and early modern films as a déjà vu-like loop of
cinema with new media and precinema by turning to stop-motion anima-
tion and thereby interrogating both the centrality of special effects in
Manovich’s (2001) account of the history of cinema and the centrality of
the hand and machine in his account of new media as a recycling, or
rebirth, of the birth of cinema. According to Manovich, special effects
have been marginalized by historians of cinema. As I noted earlier,
Manovich maintains that “manual construction and animation of images
gave birth to the cinema and slipped into the margins . . . only to reap-
pear . . . as the foundation of digital cinema. The history of the moving
image thus makes a full circle” (302). Turning to a scene from his key exam-
ple Dziga Vertov’s Man with a Movie Camera (1929), Manovich points to “a
cameraman standing on the back of an automobile. . . . [who] cranks his
handle of his camera. A loop, a repetition, created by the circular move-
ment of the handle, gives birth to a progression of events—a very basic nar-
rative that is also quintessentially modern—a camera recording whatever is
in its way” (316). Similarly, Manovich writes of procinema from cinema in
terms of an opposition between animating hand and automating machine:

The earlier techniques [magic lanterns, the Pheatisticope, the Thumatrope,
the Zootrope, the Praxinoscope, the Choreutoscope, and Zoopraxiscope] . . .
all relied on hand-painted or hand-drawn images. . . . Not only were images
created manually, they were also manually animated. . . . More often an
exhibitor used only his hands, rather than his whole body, to put the images
in motion. . . . It was not until the last decade of the nineteenth century that
the automatic generation of images and automatic projection were finally
combined. (296)

I have no wish to dispute Manovich’s history of cinema and new media
here. My point is that by conceiving of the history of cinema and media in
terms of greater interactivity between human and interface, Manovich
remains caught in an account of the transition between media as a repeti-
tion of the old in terms of margins and centers, standardization and cus-
tomization, and thus misses and perhaps, one could say, even represses the
uncanniness of the historical shift. Cinematic montage is spatialized,
according to Manovich, so that “nothing need be forgotten, nothing
erased. Just as we accumulate endless texts, messages, notes, and data, and,
just as a person, going through life accumulates more and more memo-
ries . . . spatial montage can accumulate events and images. . . . In contrast
to the cinema’s screen, which primarily functions as a record of perception,
here the computer screen functions as a record of memory” (325).
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Manovich’s distinctions between procinema, cinema, and new media
and his reliance on analogies between cinema and its past, on one hand,
and past media and new media, on the other, begin to fall apart if we exam-
ine a kind of animation that he skips over, namely, stop-motion animation,
a kind of animation often linked to surrealism. Stop-motion animation
films are entirely made up of special effects. By focusing first on the doubly
animating human and mechanical hands in the Quay Brothers’ surrealist
stop-motion film The Cabinet of Jan Švankmajer: Alchemist of Prague and
then, in a return to the philological uncanny, on Freud’s philological “pre-
animated” film analysis of Moses’ hand in his essay “The Moses of
Michelangelo,” we will arrive at a more uneven and uncanny sense of tran-
sitions between media in which any attempt to oppose the recording of
perception in cinema and the recording of memory on the computer
breaks down.54

Handing Off Historicism in Surrealist 
Early Modern Cinema

The Cabinet of Jan Švankmajer is a fourteen-minute short, silent film, a col-
lection of fragments, what the Quays call “fantasy inserts,” divided up by
intertitle cards and recombinations of what were originally transitional seg-
ments of a series of talking head interviews in a fifty-seven minute television
documentary about French and Czech surrealist animation, also entitled
The Cabinet of Jan Švankmajer, and included as an extra on the BFI DVD
edition Jan Švankmajer: The Complete Short Films (2007).55 Like the Quays’
film Anamorphosis I discussed earlier in this chapter with respect to the
paratext, their earlier film The Cabinet of Jan SŒvankmajer puts into question
a distinction between the human being and the technology that produces a
narrative of ordered succession (first come humans, then comes technol-
ogy) that are the staple of historicism. Scott Shershow’s (1995) account of
the origins of puppet shows is exemplary in this regard:

The word marionette enters our language from French as a diminutive of
Marion, itself a diminutive of the female name Marie (Mary). Thus, it seems
safe to assume, as several scholars have, that the “marionette,” or “little
Mary,” must have referred originally to the sculpted figures of the Virgin used
in stationary nativity scenes. . . . The histrionic sense that eventually
attaches to the word marionette presumably derives from the fact that some
of the figures in medieval crèches were automata, capable of some form of
limited mechanical movement. The actual existence of such mechanized rit-
ual figures also goes hand in hand with legends of statues that miraculously
come to life: a crucified Christ that nods its head, a Mary that blesses the
assembled multitude. (40)

The Quays’ Cabinet of Jan Švankmajer collapses Shershow’s narrative
sequence of stationary and then mechanized puppets into a single double
origin of stop-motion animation film.
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Much like the manner in which Anamorphosis begins and ends with
Holbein’s “The Ambassadors” (1533), The Cabinet of Jans Švankmajer begins
(after a brief prelude) and ends with a Librarian mechanical doll filmmaker
and teacher that is modeled on Arcimboldo’s portrait “The Librarian” (see
figure 1.7, upper left and right) the doll appears on screen behind his oper-
ating table with a large-scale poster of SŒvankmajer’s face and the words
“Kino Positiv” written above it placed behind him.56 Matching shots of
SŒvankmajer’s and the Librarian’s faces at the end of this sequence suggest
that the Librarian is a figure for SŒvankmajer, though SŒvankmajer appears as
a photograph, part of the Quays’ mise-en-scène, not as an originator out-
side the film. The first intertitle gives the film a subtitle (“A la
Arcimboldo”).57 Even more explicitly than the Quays’ Anamorphosis, The
Cabinet of Jans Švankmajer questions the commonsense assumption that
human movement lies at the origin of film animation. The Quays allude
here to the human hand that places and removes a monkey film projec-
tionist cranking by hand the projector, turned directly toward the audi-
ence, in the manner of early silent film projectionists, in the opening and
closing title sequences of the stop-motion animated film adaptation of the
French medieval tale of the same name written by Pierre de Saint Cloud
around 1175, namely, Le Roman de Reynard [The Tale of Reynard] (Irene and
Wladyslaw Starewicz, 1930). A human hand thrusts into the medium shot
of the frame to animate and then remove a monkey film projectionist (see
figure 1.7, lower left and right).58 The Cabinet of Jans Švankmajer similarly
begins with a human hand putting the Librarian in the center of the
medium shot and then rapidly screwing him into place with a red screw-
driver. The apparently lifeless Librarian is a composite collection of dis-
crete mechanical objects; seen from a distance, however, his calipers
become arms, an open book serves as hair on his head, a blue and white
early modern map of Prague his face, and a box his mouth. A cut-in shot
shows the hand removing a book from his chest (made up entirely of
books), adjusting his left caliper arm, and then, cutting back to the original
medium shot, shows the human hand drop red ink, or blood, into the
Librarian’s mechanical “hand” (see figure 1.7, upper left).59 Rather than fig-
uring a human origin of mechanical animation, the hand gives a turn of the
screw to narrative sequence and interpretation, however.60 Through a dou-
ble operation of interiorization and exteriorization, the Librarian reani-
mates him/itself, first by dropping the blood/red ink inside its mechanical
body and then refilling itself, as it were, then by squeezing the blood
slightly, dropping it inside through the opening created by the book
removed from its chest, then dropping it on a piece of cotton (as if on the
raw material of paper), and then removing it, which causes a gear to begin
turning, and finally taking the cotton out of its chest and swallowing it.61

The hand then returns in the frame a final time to readjust the Librarian’s
arm. The human hand does not cause the Librarian to come to life but ini-
tiates a process of reanimation that the Librarian also begins, first by drop-
ping the red ink/blood into his “heart” and then again by “eating” the
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cotton. And unlike the hand that removes the self-congratulatory monkey
and then inserts the word “Fin” (French for “The End”) at the end of Le
Roman de Reynard, the human hand in The Cabinet of Jans Švankmajer does
not return at the end of the film to establish a framing narrative closure.

The Quays’ Cabinet follows a creative logic of simultaneity as well as suc-
cession. The cabinet of the title refers both to Expressionist cinema of
Robert Wiene’s The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1919) and to the wonder cabi-
nets of Rudolf II. One title card reads, “Atelier of SŒvankmajer: Sixteenth
and Twentieth Centuries Simultaneously: An Unexpected Visitor,” a shot
of library books showings author’s names on the spines places Kafka next
to Rudolf II and Breton next to Arcimboldo (see figure 1.8, upper right);
the Quays refer to the double time scheme in their introduction to the film
on the BFI DVD released in 2007.62

This opening “hand off ” from human to machine serves as a pedagogical
and dialogical metaphor for film school.63 The plot of The Cabinet of Jans
Švankmajer involves the Librarian training and collaborating with a child-
doll of indeterminate gender, who turns up in several of the Quay Brothers’
films, to become a stop-action animation filmmaker (see figure 1.8, upper
and lower left).64 Both characters take turns helping the other until
together they make a stop motion animated film in the film of a ball bounc-
ing downstairs. As the Librarian cranks the camera, one frame at a time,
the child-doll records the number of frames being shot.

The central metaphor for film animation instruction is not the exposure
of the cinematic apparatus, however, as if the film were a handicraft, but
takes instead the double form of the spin and the bounce.65 (A bouncing
ball appears frequently in the earliest films, as Manovich points out [2001,
97].) As the Librarian spins Arcimboldo’s “Vertumnus” portrait, a chair
emerges out of it for the child-doll to sit and watch a performance. The
child-doll is first seen as his red triangle hat bobs up above a railing and he
drops it and spins by the “Vertumnus” portrait. After the Librarian oper-
ates on the child-doll, replacing its hair and brain with a glass eye and an
open book, the doll exits, leaving the red hat behind, now spinning on its
own, neither automatically nor by hand.66 During the filmmaking within
the film sequence, a ball bounces downstairs as if by its own will.

Obeying a similar logic, one medium or data storage device transforms
into another in the “Wonder Cabinet” sequence of the Quays’ film, much as
Arcimboldo’s anamorphic paintings transform flowers or fish into human
portraits through a logic of metaphorical and metonymic substitution
(Barthes 1984). Even the four Arcimboldo anamorphic portraits quoted in
the film, two from Arcimboldo’s series The Four Seasons (“Winter” and
“Summer”) and two from his series The Four Elements (“Water” and “Fire”)
follow this logic of recombination. Like the early scene in which the child-
doll lies its head on the table and empties out its contents, the Librarian
brings to life a dynamic within Arcimboldo’s portraits between the poles of
beautiful têtes composés and grotesque, even monstrous têtes décomposées
(see Guégan 2007 and Geoffroy-Schneiter 2007). The transformations of
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Arcimboldo’s portraits performed by the Librarian involves neither interi-
orization nor exteriorization, but a transferential process that alternately
implodes and explodes the head: creating a moving picture that both draws
in the viewer and alienates, perhaps at moments even repulsing him or her,
entails a recycling and reanimation that has neither a beginning nor an end
and that produces, as we see in the red dye/blood dropped on and into the
Librarian, (in)digestion, gagging as well as metabolization, artifice and
nature, composition and de-composition.67

The wonder cabinet (looking like a library with index card drawers)
stores objects according to a similar logic: objects are retrieved by the
Librarian with the child-doll’s help from a recessive series of Chinese boxes
and the child-doll in turn transforms them into a telescope through which
itpeers. Sometimes gravity ceases to operate in the wonder cabinet, recall-
ing seventeenth-century camera obscura that were housed in boxes or
popped up from books, linear and anamorphic paintings were housed in
“perspective boxes,” and tabula scatala stacked portraits like accordions
(Stafford and Terpak 2001; 226, 236, 238, 260, 307). Regarded from the pre-
sent moment, the wonder cabinet drawers that open and close by them-
selves also resemble computer file drawers in Microsoft Windows that
allow different contents to occupy the same space.68

We see a similar transformation of anamorphic painting when the
Librarian cuts up Arcimboldo’s “Winter” and “Summer” portraits into a tabula
scatala, a painting that may be stored like an accordion, folded up into evenly
spaced, horizontally or vertically cut slats (for an example, see Stafford and
Terpak 2001, 226). The Librarian then turns the Arcimboldo portrait at an
angle until the slats stop moving and reveal two remixed and rematched
complementary paintings from the elements series,69 “Fire” and “Winter”
(see figure 1.8, upper and lower left). The Cabinet of Jan Švankmajer gets
Arcimboldo on Arcimboldo, as it were, producing anamorphic views of his
“Vertumnus” and other Arcimboldo portraits that allow for successive reve-
lations and recombinations of new images, somewhat like the anamorphic
view of the skull in Holbein’s “Ambassadors.” in the Quays’ Anamorphosis
(1991). The Cabinet differs in that a shift from one perspective does not pro-
duce what the voice-over narrator of the later film calls a “final revelation”
but instead produces another anamorphic, double perspective that may be in
turn flipped or spun into another anamorphic view. Anamorphosis becomes
both serial and successive, like film, and in turn functions, in a twice used
quick series of zoom-like cut-ins to “Vertumnus,” like details of a painting
reproduced in a book or even the zoom in and out functions on a computer
screen. If I may go off on a slight tangent for the sake of making a larger point
about the paratext and the remediation of the Renaissance book and paint-
ing as their uncanny reanimation, I would like to add to my earlier point that
the opening sequence with the reanimating hands in The Cabinet recalls the
opening sequence and end title sequences of the Starewicz’s Le Roman de
Reynard (see figure 1.7, lower left and right). At the start of Reynard, animal
puppet characters who will appear in the film narrative first appear out of the
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turning pages of an illustrated book, as if they were jumping out of a pop-up
book; they disappear back into the book at the end of the film. Moreover,
one book reproduction of Arcimboldo’s paintings (see de Mandiargues 1977)
works like a film: the paintings are shown over a series of pages, and each
time one turns the page, one sees the painting in greater detail, as if by turn-
ing the book pages one were cranking a film projector and zooming in from
a long shot of the painting to a medium shot to a close-up to an extreme
close-up. The book turns into an interactive machine allowing the reader to
go back and forth by turning the pages to see longer and closer views much
like the zoom in/out functions on a computer image or on the remote of a
DVD player.70

To return to the Quays’ Cabinet of Jan Švankmajer, we may see that by
recycling and remediating Arcimboldo’s portraits in a transformative cut-
and-paste manner, the Quays comment on SŒvankmajer’s use of Arcimboldo
and on SŒvankmajer’s view of the priority of one artwork over another in
terms of their creativity and originality or second hand cannibalization.
The first half of SŒvankmajer’s Dimensions of Dialogue (1982) recycles aspects
of Arcimboldo’s “Librarian,” “Vertumnus” (1590), and “Water” (1566). More
precisely, SŒvankmajer recycles two early anonymous engraved portraits in
profile based on Arcimboldo paintings: “Humani Victus Instrumenta, Ars
Agricultura, Instruments of Human Sustenance” (1567) and “Humani Victus
Instrumenta, Ars Coquinaria, Instruments of Human Sustenance” (1569).
Each engraving has the titles “Cucina” and “Agricoltura” inserted next to
the respective faces (reproduced in Ferino-Pagden 2007, 184).71 The Quays’
film helps us appreciate that SŒvankmajer returns not to the Arcimboldo
original but to early Arcimboldo effects, starting at one or two removes
from Arcimboldo’s elements and seasons rather than satirizing the loss of a
prized original to its degraded copies. “Vertmunus” also appears in
SŒvankmajer’s dedication at the beginning of his short stop-motion anima-
tion film Historia Naturae (Suita) (1967), dedicated to Emperor Rudolf II
and his wonder cabinet collections of rarities and wonders.72 The sound
track of that film doubles as the sound track of the Quays’ film as well.

The Cabinet of Jan Švankmajer produces various kinds of
Arcimboldo/SŒvankmajer effects by recycling SŒvankmajer’s recycling of
already recycled Arcimboldo effects. SŒvankmajer has a rather jaundiced
view of recycling as cannibalization and homogeneity. Each sequence of
Historia Naturae (Suita), for example, ends with a close-up of a human mouth
chewing a piece of meat, and in the final sequence the human mouth is
replaced by a the mouth of a skull chewing meat. The (post-)Arcimboldo-
derived portraits in Dimensions of Dialogue repeatedly charge at each other,
one ingesting the other and then vomiting it out, each portrait becoming
increasingly degraded in the process even as the ugly process of artistic cre-
ation by regurgitation becomes the basis for the film’s refined aesthetic. In
the Quays’ Cabinet, however, collaboration is an uncanny process in which
the animated and animating subjects are also objects, copy and original
becoming the effects of various kinds of analogies, repetitions, and
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returns. The “Kino Positif ” poster with SŒvankmajer’s face positioned
behind the Librarian alludes to the very poster of Stalin seen in SŒvankmajer’s
The Death of Stalinism in Bohemia. In SŒvankmajer’s film, the poster is broken
through by a skull; in the Quays’, the poster returns to its state prior to the
hole being torn in it as the Librarian moves through it, showing
SŒvankmajer himself smiling, after which the Librarian returns in a briefly
held shot. In another pointed allusion to SŒvankmajer, several pins carry a
sugar cube and drop it in the mouth of a two-dimensional drawing of a man
whose body has been flayed. (The Renaissance anatomy theater is also
recalled in the scene of the film in which the Librarian tries to match
objects inside a box placed on top of this same drawing of a flayed human
body from the neck down.) Ingestion is just one of many repetitions in the
film, however, and takes either a sweet form, as in the sugar cube, or a
grotesque form, as when the Librarian eats the piece of cotton with red dye
in it. The map on the Librarian’s face shows up in a later sequence involving
a map of Paris and Prague, for example, and the flip side of it shows the
same graphic design around “Praha” (Prague) that appears elsewhere in the
wonder cabinet around the word “Elementa.”

If, as Manovich (2001) maintains, special effects are the repressed center
of cinematic history, then the history of stop-motion animation is the
repressed center within this repressed center. As D.N. Rodowick writes,
“computer-generated images are longer restricted to isolated special effects;
they comprise in many sequences the whole of the mise-en-scène to the
point where even major characters are in whole or in part computer gener-
ated” (2007, 6). Stop-motion animation films are special effects tout court
and, when transfered to DVD, produce uncanny special effects. For exam-
ple, the second disc of supplements to the BFI edition of the The Quay
Brothers: The Short Films, 1979–2003, entitled “Footnotes,” includes two
films with “[Scope]” appearing under their titles in the DVD menu.73

When played, these films are each preceded by a title card explaining that
while the original broadcast version of these films is on disc one (and
thereby defined as the film proper), “the Quays had always conceived that
the film would be projected in ‘scope’ through an anamorphic lens. The
black bars at the top and at the bottom of the picture in this version are
therefore intentional.” The anamorphic lens version desired by the Quays
is thus realized not as the definitive version of their film, but as a letter-
boxed extra in the form of a footnote preceded by a paratext, namely, the
prefatory intertitle.

The Freudian Jerk: Second Hand
Historicism

We may pursue the possibility of a surreal historicism that derives from a
biotechnological subject by turning from the Quays’ Cabinet as a recollection
and reassembly fragments to the figure of the hand in psychoanalysis.
Specifically, I will discuss the place of cinema and the hand in Freud’s “Moses
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and Michelangelo,” originally published anonymously in 1914. I will focus on
a hidden connection in Freud’s essay between Moses’ left hand as fragment
and Moses’ text as fragment. Of crucial interest in my reading is Freud’s
uneven attention to Moses’ two hands. Freud draws our attention to the
placement of Moses’ hands, interpreting the meaning of Moses’ seated sta-
tionary pose by reconstructing an admittedly speculative narrative of Moses’
movement just prior to coming to rest and using a photograph of the statute
and four drawings that form a kind of comic strip or filmstrip illustrating
Moses’ movements. Freud’s use of visual aids to make Moses explicable and
narratable hardly amount to a reassuringly genetic explanation, however, in
terms of either legal crime scene investigation or psychoanalysis. Freud’s
essay is remarkable because it is not predictably Freudian. Indeed, it has
been read as a nonpsychoanalytic essay because Freud does not psychoana-
lyze Michelangelo the way he does Leonardo da Vinci (SE 13). Freud’s analy-
sis of Moses’ hands stops well short of Freud’s subsequent practice of reading
the hand in relation to the uncanny, reanimation, and castration: “dismem-
bered limbs, a severed head, a hand cut off at the wrist . . . all these have
something peculiarly uncanny about them, especially, when . . . they prove
capable of independent activity in addition. As we know this kind of uncan-
niness springs from its proximity to the castration complex” (SE 17, 244).

Freud maintains that Michelangelo departs from the hot-tempered
Moses who blows his top during the golden calf scene in Exodus, inventing a
new, more self-controlled Moses: “The Moses of legend and tradition had a
hasty temper and was subject to fits of passion . . . Michelangelo has placed
a different Moses on the tomb of the Pope, one superior to the historical or
traditional Moses” (37). Michelangelo’s new Moses is superior because he
masters his anger at his people’s idolatry: he is a figure of self-discipline and
nonviolence.

After devoting pages of consideration to the place of Moses’ right hand,
particularly the “concealed” right thumb and “the index finger alone . . . in
contact with the beard” (17, 222) to advance this interpretation, Freud
finally comes to the left hand only to skip quickly over it: “No mention has
been [made] so far of the left arm, and it seems to claim a share in our inter-
pretation. The hand is laid in his lap in a mild gesture and holds as though
in a caress the end of his flowing beard. It seems as if it is meant to coun-
teract the violence with which the other hand had missed the beard a few
moments ago” (13, 230). Yet Freud, who initially spends a lot of time criti-
cizing the inaccuracy of many descriptions of the statue, arguably errs both
in his description of the left hand and in forgetting that he did mention it
once earlier in his essay. In an earlier passage, Freud draws a political con-
trast between the “despotic [index] finger” of the right hand, which pins
down part of Moses beard, and the “free” flowing beard below, a contrast
that includes a mistaken description of the left hand:

At the place where the right index finger is pressed in, a kind of whorl of
hairs is formed; strands of hair coming down from the left lie over strands
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coming from the right, both caught in by that despotic finger. It is only
beyond this place that the masses of hair, deflected from their course, flow
freely once more, and now they fall vertically until their ends are gathered up
in Moses’ left hand as it lies open on his lap. (13, 26)

Here Freud’s subtly politicized description of Moses’ left index finger is
clearly in error, for the left hand does not lie open but is placed squarely
against Moses’ lower abdomen, at the end of his beard under Moses’ left
thumb, his left bicep flexed.

In addition to describing the left hand in arguably errant ways, Freud
never returns to discuss further the meaning of the left hand. By limiting
the play of concealment and revelation to the thumb and index finger of
the right hand rather than extending it to include the concealed fingers of
the left hand, Freud oddly resists a Freudian reading of the Moses statue as an
alternation between giving the law by exposing it with one hand, which Moses
clutches to his side, and covering the wound of castration/circumcision with
the other. (In Moses and Monotheism [1939, SE 23], Freud does not return to
Michelangelo’s Moses but writes that “Moses gave the Jews not only a new
religion: it is equally certain that he introduced the custom of circumcision”
[SE 23, 29].) Freud’s omission is all the more remarkable given the numer-
ous Renaissance paintings and statues of the Lamentation of Jesus in which,
as Leo Steinberg (1983/1996, 202–12) has observed, Jesus’ left hand is placed
directly over or very near his veiled, circumcised penis in order to symbol-
ize his fully incarnated divinity.

A further symptom of Freud’s resistance is his inattention to Moses’
fourth and fifth fingers, both concealed because they are closed into a par-
tial fist and so arguably cut off. Significantly, these two closed fingers, con-
cealed like the thumb of the right hand, are not shown either in the photo
of the detail of the statue (the midsection of Moses’ body) or in the four
comic/filmstrip sequence of drawings of the statue that accompany Freud’s
essay. Indeed, the detail photo (SE 17, 223) puts the index finger of the left
hand into focus, hiding the other fingers, and makes it all the more capable
of being read as a phallus. (Freud carefully attends to the index finger of the
right hand in relation to the “bulge” of the beard, the finger making “a deep
trough in it,” and concludes that “to press one’s beard with one finger is an
extraordinary gesture and one not easy to understand” [17, 223].) The first
drawing doesn’t even complete the left hand (no fingers or thumb appear),
and the fingers are cut off in the right side of the second drawing. Only the
index finger is shown in the third and fourth drawings (17, 226–27).

Freud’s resistance to reading the left hand and to showing it completely
(making visible the concealment of the two fingers) in the photo and draw-
ings is all the more striking in the light that Freud mischaracterizes Moses’
left hand, given that Freud later addressed the hand and masturbation in
his essay on gambling, regarding guilt over gambling as displaced guilt over
masturbation (21, 173–94). Similarly, in his Interpretation of Dreams (SE 5,
378–81), Freud interprets a dream Otto von Bismarck had about a horseback
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ride in the Alps and his use of a “riding whip” (379) to hit a rock by compar-
ing it to a Biblical scene in which Moses holds a rod in his left hand to strike
water from a rock against God’s will. Freud interprets the dream as a sym-
bolic account of masturbation and the left hand:

The interpretation . . . that in dreams “left” stands for what is wrong, forbid-
den and sinful is much to the point here, for it might well be applied to mas-
turbation carried out in childhood in the face of prohibition. . . . The Bible
passage [about Moses] contains some details which apply well to a mastur-
bation fantasy. . . . The prohibited seizing of the rod (in the dream an unmis-
takably phallic one), the production of fluid from its blow, the threat of
death—in these we find all the principal factors of infantile masturbation
united. . . . the fact that seizing the rod was a forbidden and rebellious act
was no longer indicated except symbolically by the “left” hand which per-
formed it. (380–81)

Yet it is precisely because Freud jerks offtrack, so to speak, in his
analysis of the Moses statue’s de-animation, resisting the stereotypical
Freudian reading one might expect to find and prematurely skipping over
the left arm and hand of Moses, that we can appreciate how Freud’s read-
ing of Moses as a figure of nonviolence depends on reading the “unhand-
edness” of the statue with respect to writing: the index fingers of both
hands are fully extended, but Freud connects only the right index finger
to writing. The beard “is forced to roll over loosely and form part of a
kind of scroll” (17, 222), also described as a “loop” (224). Freedom for
Freud is linked to a textual metaphor, by way of an errant description,
opposed to the pressure of the finger of the hand that defers consider-
ation, as it were, of the two tablets clutched by the arm that separates
writing from the wound of circumcision hidden below the partially hid-
den, fragmented left hand.

Freud’s quite truncated discussion of the hidden left hand produces
an uncanny impasse in his essay, diverting into a discussion of serial dou-
bles: the old Biblical Moses and the new Michelangelo Moses;
Michelangelo and Pope Julius II; and Freud himself and his precursor
Watkiss Lloyd, who had published a book on Michelangelo’s Moses in
1863 that “anticipated,” Freud says, “so much of my thought” (17, 235–36).
This last pair, Freud himself and his precursor Watkiss Lloyd, recalls
Freud’s pairing, earlier in the essay, between his method of reading in
detail with the method practiced by two of his precursors, the Russian
art historian Lermolief and the Italian physician Giovanni Morelli. The
semiautomatic seriality of Freud’s pairings leads to an undoing of Freud’s
claim for the newness of both the psychoanalytic reading of the statue
and the psychoanalytic method of reading in general “by examining
certain insignificant details” and thereby arriving “at an unexpected
interpretation of the meaning and aims of the figure as a whole.” Both
Freud’s reading of the Moses statue and his method of reading turn out
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to be variations on the readings of Freud’s two precursors: Freud says his
method of reading in detail closely resembles Lermolief ’s and Morelli’s
methods of reading; similarly, Freud says his reading of the Moses
statue closely resembles Lloyd’s reading of it. The Freudian practice of
psychoanalytic reading thus appears to self-deconstruct, as Freud col-
lapses his method and reading back into those of his nonpsychoanalytic
precursor doubles.

Freud’s Holding Hands: Psychoanalysis 
and the Spacing of Data Storage

This Freudian self-deconstruction in relation to the wound of circumcision
is registered by the deferral not only of attention to the hidden left hand but
also of the hiddenness of the text (the stone tablets have been turned face to
face such that the writing is invisible). The tablets work along the lines of
the two-handed writing machine known as the Mystic Writing Pad that
Freud later wrote a note on:

The Mystic Writing Pad is a slab of dark brown resin or wax with a paper edg-
ing; over the slab is laid a thin transparent sheet, the top end of which is firmly
secured to the slab while its bottom end rests upon it without being secured
to it. . . . the upper layer is a transparent piece of celluloid; the lower layer is
made of thin translucent wax paper. When the apparatus is not in use, the
lower surface of the waxed paper adheres lightly to the upper surface of the
wax slab. (19, 227)

Moses’ right hand doesn’t hold the tablets but presses them together under
his right arm in order, according to Freud, to prevent them from being bro-
ken: the tablets “began to slide down and were in danger of being broken.
This brought [Moses] to himself. He remembered his mission . . . and his
hand returned and saved the unsupported tablets before they had actually
fallen to the ground” (17, 230). 74 Freud’s likening of Moses’ beard to a scroll
represses the already broken, uncannily doubled and fragmented nature of
the data storage–writing machine Moses holds in place. As two stone
tablets, one mapped squarely onto the other, the Jewish law already is a
prototype of the mystic writing pad, with each tablet serving either as the
wax base or as the celluloid cover that requires two hands to read its writ-
ing: “if we imagine one hand writing upon the surface of the Pad while
another periodically raises its covering sheet from it, we shall have a con-
crete representation of the way in which I think [of the] functioning of the
perceptual apparatus of our mind” (19, 230).

The statue of Moses is itself a kind of writing machine, then, his hands
holding a storage space apart and between them in the way Freud observes
is required to operate the writing pad. The law in Michelangelo’s Moses has
been spaced out, broken into fragments: written invisibly in the stone
tablets (neither tablet shows writing on it) and constituting an inscription
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of the law as itself an unconsciousness, the law, which bears the form of a
cut, a split, becomes a recalling and recollection of the leftover hand of cir-
cumcision. The tension between Moses’ hidden left hand and his revealed
right hand bears the unrepresentable condition of representation: the
tablets bound together into a book by the pressure of Moses’ right arm
unify them at the price of making them unreadable. The paradox of the
unrepresentable bound and repressed book is made (in)visible in Freud’s
essay by his doubly unnoticed and unnoted textual gap between his
ekphrasis of the statue, on the one hand, and the concealed details of the
left hand, as well as the visual gap between the illustrations and photograph
of the statue and the same concealed details of the left hand, on the other.

Re-searching History on Digital Film: 
Postdialogical Memory (Dis)Integration 

from Tablet as Film to DVD as Text
The tension between Moses’ hand as a fragment and the text as fragments in
Freud’s essay enables us to see that cinematic and textual fragmentations
drive a surreal and uncanny narrative loop both of the historical film as well as
of film and media history. One can learn of the genesis of the Quays’ Cabinet of
Jan Švankmajer in the reassemblage of “fantasy inserts” of the longer, original
documentary only by watching the Quays’ paratexutal introduction to that
documentary, both of which appear as extras on the third disc of the BFI
DVD Jan Švankmajer: The Complete Short Films. The Quays BFI DVD edition
does not refer to the Švankmajer BFI DVD edition, and one needs to either
watch both by chance or do an online search of the paratexts of both DVDs
to find the connection between the DVDs. I call this kind of paratextual link
via a search engine a postdialogical form of interdigitextuality that follows
from the production of DVD editions of films. Distinctions between text and
paratext, DVD film and DVD extra, become less clear and less fixed as what
serves as supplements to memory and archiving also makes a series of new
editions or repressings rather than provides some totally collected “ultimate
DVD edition.” Histories of film and media that map old and new media by
visual, mechanical analogy or audial analogy (resonance) leave out the frag-
ment, the dissonance, or the noise that fills in as a connection. Like the bite
marks that resemble typing strokes in Bram Stoker’s Dracula, a hidden, wound-
ing division inscribed in the digitalization of cinema produces new kinds of
recollection and reviewing that returns the viewer to the film object not as
the never-bookending story but as a re-bookmarking story.

From the Jerk to the Joke: After-Schlock
of the Medieval, or (In)Visible 

Hands Off Historicism
For a final example of a medieval film paratext that clarifies the way the
hand figures a jerking of historicism and linear narrative into death and
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error, in this case as a joke, consider the rotoscoped end title sequence,
designed by Jim Baker, of Roger Corman’s lowbrow and low-budget, schlocky
medieval horror film Masque of the Red Death (1964).75 In this case, we have a
hands-off shock effect that stops the relay of information and loops back to
the opening title sequence rather than a handing off of information and nar-
rative progression. The end title sequence involves a Tarot card reading for
the audience in which The Masque of the Red Death becomes The Masque of the
Read Death: an overhead shot shows a hand slowly and carefully composing a
series of twelve tarot cards, laying them out one by one face up in two rows on
a red background. As the cards are laid down, the credits appear next to them
written in a medieval-looking font that gets progressively smaller as the
increasing number of cards leaves less and less room available for the credits.
These cards allude to a diegetic game of tarot cards Death had been playing
with a young girl he spared, along with six other villagers, at the end of the
film. The cards are for the most part personifications of vices that match
images and titles. The thirteenth card is placed down after Roger Corman’s
director credit appears and as the music reaches a crescendo (see figure 1.6). It
is the death card (a skull wearing a crown faces the viewer with the French
word for death, la mort, written below). As if shocked by the appearance of
this card, the hand loses its composure and quickly jerks away from it, leaving
it placed at an angle (see figure 1.6, lower right). All of the other cards are
quickly scattered from the composition, leaving the death card alone visible
for the final American International Pictures credit.76 De-composition now
stalls out at decomposition as death shows its hand, so to speak.

The end title sequence sets up this aftershock effect very nicely by
returning to the opening title sequence: both sequences begin with the
same music, the same red and black colors, and the same font; the end title
sequence changes the tense from the present in the opening title sequence
(“James H. Nicholson and Samuel Z. Arkoff present The Masque of the Red
Death”) to the past (“James H. Nicholson and Samuel Z. Arkoff have pre-
sented”), adding “Edgar Allen Poe’s” before “The Masque of the Red
Death.” The copyright date now appears and the transition from black
background to all-red background is sped up. (The opening title sequence
mentions Poe in relation to the screenplay credit “from a story by Edgar
Allen Poe.”) The framing effect of the end title sequence is strengthened
by the way the film’s ending is marked by a citation from its source text
“The Masque of the Red Death,” namely, “and darkness and decay and the
red death held illimitable dominion over all,” with Edgar Allen Poe’s name
written below. The citation is followed by “the end,” all in lower case, as the
film fades to black. The end title sequence suggests that the end of cine-
matic projection is like death, and no one in the audience is spared feeling
like the film deadends. The rotoscoped hand does not “direct” the film any
more than Corman does, and like Death, the end of the film turns up unex-
pectedly, even though the spectator knows that time is running out and
that the film is nearly over. As dust returns to dust and ashes to ashes, so
the final shot of Corman’s Masque of the Red Death returns us to the first
shot, both showing the title “American International Pictures.” Historicist
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criticism inevitably, as we shall grasp more fully in the chapters that follow,
goes out of touch with the past it conjures, takes an uncanny and errant
detour and (re)turn because the human hand or hands that inscribe, reani-
mate, and archive the texts and films of the past always perform writing
and reading as a spacing, a repression or hand holding that conserves and
loses data, fragments and restores data in the form of further, often
paratextual, fragments.
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